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Section I: General Information
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slol scHool oF LA\lr CALENDAR
THE SCHOOL OF LAW CALENDAR
SUMMER SESSION 1975
May 23-Friday: Registration'
May Z7-^luesday: First day of classes'
Ivfay ¡O-f'ri¿ay: Last day for adding and dropping courses'
July +-friaay: Independence Day; no classes.
Iuly ll-Friday: Last day of classes.
July l4-Monday: Examinations begin.
July l8-Friday: Examinations end.
FALL SEMESTER 1975
August 26-Tuesday: First-year registration.
August 27-Wednesday: Registration.
August 28-Thursday: First day of classes'
Sapìember 5-Friday: Last day for adding and dropping courses' 
- -
Nôvember 26-Wed'nesday: Thanksgiving recess begins at close of classes.
December l-Monday: Classes resume' 8:00 a'm.
December 5-Friday: Last day of classes'
December l0-Wednesday: Examinations begin.
December 2l-sunday: Examinations end.
SPRING SEMESTER 1976
January 6-Tuesday: First-year registration.
January 7-Wednesday: Registration'
January 8-Thursday; First day of classes.
January 16-Friday: Last day for adding and dropping courses.
March l2-Friday: Last day of classes' Spring recess begins at close of
classes.
March 22-Monday: Classes resume, 8:00 a.m'
April 16-Holiday-Good Friday.
April 23-Friday: Last day of classes.
Aþril 28-Wednesday: Examinations begin'
May 9---Sunday: Examinations end.
May 16-sunday: Baccalaureate, McFarlin Memorial Auditorium, 10:30
a.m.; Graduation Exercises, Moody Coliseum, 2:00 p.m.
Offices of Southern Methodist University and the School of Law will be
closed on November 27 and 28, December 24,25 and 26 n 1975; Ia¡u'
ary 1, April 16, May 31 and luly 5 in 1976.
s 102 ADMINISTRATION, FACULTY,
AND STAFF
Fon 1975-76
OFFICERS OF THE SMU BOARD OF TRUSTEES
C. A. Tlruu, Jn., Chairman of the Board
BrsHop O. EucBNe SlATnn, Vice Chairman ol the Board
EpwrN L. Cox, Vice Chaírman ol the Boørd
H¡,nnr A. Snurono, Secretøry of the Board
PnossB A. Devts, Assístant Secretary of the Board
THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
EnwrN L. Cox, Chaírman
LBo F. ConnrcAN, In,, Více Chaírman Cn¡nr.ss Pnornno
Jnrvr¡s W. AsroN JÆúas Rnorv¡ru
O. Prul Conr,ry Rosnnr F. R¡rcurB
RosBnr B. Cur,¿uu Mns. Cnenres S. Snrnp
RonBnr C. DuNr,er, Jn. Menr S¡¡rpr¡sno, Jn.
Jess H¡,y RosBnr H. Srsw¡nr III
Fr.ovp B. Jnvæs Brsnop \M. McFrnnrN Stowe
Ar,cun H. MB¡,pows Wrlr,¡s M. TerB
P¿rsn O'Dolrtttll, Jn. C. A. Teru:vr, Jn.
Berrs Psnor GBonoB M. UNppnwooD, JR.
LA\ry SCHOOL COMMITTEE OF TITE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Prur-rp WrrsoN, Chaírman
Jess HÄ,y Mns. \iVrr,ronp Drptnrcn
Rrcnvroxo C. ConunN H¡nny A. Snuronp
GBner,p C. MINN Groncs M. UNoenwooo, Jn.
Juoce At,rneo P. Munnen Jonx F. LyNcn
JupcB J^lùrss L. Norr,, Jn.
LAW SCHOOL BOARD OF VISITORS
JonN L. Esrss Tne HoNoRÁsr,B
Dallas, Texas Invt¡¡c L. Gor,ps¡no
Mrcnesr, T. Gennprr Dallas,'Iexas
Clovis, N.M.
t4 The School of Law
Rrcnlnp D. H¡,YNrs
Dallas, Texas
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Wrrrrs M. Tetn, Chancellor
J*"rrs E. BnooKs, Vice President-Pfovosl
WTluetvt B. Hnnov, Jn., Vice Presìdent'Treasurer
Kerru Blxnn, Vice Presídent for (Jniversíty Relat¡ons
Jerurns D. WnorEts, Vice President Íor Student Aftaìrs
Lennv Tpn MornN, Více President for Development
PnonsB A. DavIs, Secretary ol the Uníversity
Hovr G. KBNNnMnn, Controller











Tns HoNonenrp HonlcB S. YouNc
Robstown, Texas
Cnlnr,rs O'Nrnr Ger-vtN, B.S.C', M.B.A., J.D', S'J'D', Dean ol The
School of Law
Ronrnr GsRnro StonEY, B'4., LL,D., Dean Emerítus
WîLrsn W. Srenre, Jn., tL.g., LL.M., Assocíate Dean for Clínícal
Educatìon
Henvpv WtNco, 8.4., M'4,, J,D', Assocíate Dean for Academic Afiaírs
Donls BeerB, Assístant to the Dean
JelN Junv, óirr"to, of Law School Admissíons and Records
H, W. PBnnv, 8.4., Director ol Development lor School of Law
FACULTY EMERITI
Jm¡ P. CnmvtAtz, 8.4., 8.S., M.S', LL.B., LL'M', J'U'D', Prolessor
Emerìtus ol Law
Cr,vnB EMrnv, 8,4., LL.B', Professor Emerítus ol Law
JouN L. FrrzcnnÀto, 8.4,, LL'B', LL.M,, S.J.D., Professor Emerítus of
Law
AnrHun L. HanorNc, 4.B., J'D., S.J.D., Professor Emerítus of Law
Rov Ronnnr R.lv, 8.A., LL'B., S.J.D., Pro essor Emeritus ol Law
Moss Wrvrusu, 4.8., LL,B', Professor Emerítus of Law
FACULTY
Rov R. ANpensox Assístant Ptofessor oÍ I'øt+'
8.4., Texas Christian Univ., 1966; J.D., Southern Methodist Uni-
versity, 1969; LL.M., Yale University, 1975
-Y-
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PnIr-rppB J. Bop¡N Assístant Prolessor of Law
8.4., Stanford Univ., 1963; J.D., Univ. of Virginia, 1968
Ronrnr L. Bocor"rorNy Professor ol l-aw
8.4., Harvard Univ., 1960;LL.B., 1963
AL¡,N R. Bnotúsrnc Professor of Law
B.4., Harvard Univ., 1949;LL.B., Yale Univ., 1952
BavBnr,y M. Clnr, Assoc¡øte Prolessor ol Lavt
B.S.L., Univ. So. Calif., 1955; J.D., 1956; LL.M., Yale Univ., 1957
Nsu, H. Coceu Assístant Professor of Law
8.4., 1966; LL.B., 1969, University of Pennsylvania
HenvBy L. Devrs* Prolessor of Law
8.4., Univ. of Akron, 1937; LL.B., Southern Methodist University,
t940
Wrrr,revr V. DonseNso Assístant Prolessor ol Law
8.4., Univ. of Pennsylvania, L967; J.D,, Univ. of Texas, 1970
Merrrlsw W. FrNrlN Assocíate Prolessor of Law
4.8., Ohio Wesþan Univ., 1963; LL.B., New York l.lniv., 1967
Wrrrnu J. Frrrr¡B Prolessor o'f l-aw
B.S.L., Univ. of Minnesota, 1946; LL.B., Columbia tJniv., L947
Crunlns O. G.lr vw Professor ol Law
B.S.C., Southern Methodist Univ., 1940; M.B.A., l94L;J.D., t947,
Northwestern Univ.; S.J.D., Harvard Univ., 1961
FneNcrs H. Herr Vìsítíng Assocíate Prolessor of Law
and Law Librarìan
8.4., Woman's College of University of North Carolina, 1940; M.4.,
1955; M.S.L.S., 1957; J.D., 1959, University of North Carolina.
JoHN E. KBNNnoy Prolessor of Law
Ph.B., 1956; LL.B., 1959, Univ. of Notre Dame; LL.M., 1964, J.S.D.,
1970, Yale Univ.
LBNNART V. L¡,nsoN Professor of Løw
8.S., 1933; J.D., 1936, Univ. of Washington; S.J.D., Univ. of Michi-
gan, 1942.
MexrNr T. McCoNNerr Assístant Prolessor of Løvtt
and Dírector ol Legøl Clìníc
8.4., l94O. LL.B., 1958, Southern Methodist University
Jnrars W. McErulNBy Professor of Law
4.8., 1960; LL.B., 1962, Duke University
JosBpn W. McKNlcrtr Professor of Law
8.4., Univ. of Texas, L947;8.A., Oxford Univ., 1949; B.C.L., 1950;
M.4., 1954; LL.M., 1959, Columbia Univ.
Cn¡nrns J. Monnrs Prolessor of Law
B.4., Temple Univ., 1944; LL.B., Columbia Univ., 1948
JoB Scorr Monnrs Professor of Løw
8.4., Rice Univ., 1962; LL.B., Southern Methodist University, 1965;
LL.M., Harvard Univ., 1967
* On leave 1975-76.
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Ro¡nr M' RnBp 
o,a p¡,,uoÍrÍt'¿ili:;î;i:ä":'r",,ä"
8.S., 1965; J.D., 1969, Georgetown University
PBrsn W. Scnnors
4.8., Schimer College, 1966; J.D., 1969; M,CI, 1971, Univ' of
Chicago
EI-r-eN SolPNpBn Assistant Professor of Lato
8,4., Oberlin, 1944; J'D., and Dìrector o'f Legal Vt/rítíng
Southern Methodist Univ., 1971 Program
Wer,rBn W. SrB¡r-s, Jn. Professor of Law
LL.B., Southern Methodist Univ'' 1'957;LL.M', Univ' of Texas, 1969
Wrr-r-nr"r P. Srnsxc Assocíate Prolessor of Law
8.4,, Wartburg College, 1959; J.D., Northwestern Univ', 1962
How¡.np J. TeusrNrel-o Professor of Law
A.8., 1947; LL.B., 1948; Ph.D., 1958, Columbia Univ'
A. J. Ttrovres, Jn. WíUíam Hawley AtweII Prolessor of
Constitutional Law
8.S., A&M College of Texas, 1939; LL.B., Univ' of Texas, 1943;
LL.M., 1947; S.J.D., 1951, Univ. of Michigan
Crrnn F. Tsot"rpsoN Professor of Law
4.8., Harvard, 1956; M.4., Oxford, 1958; J.D., Harvard, 1960
ANruoNv M. VBnxev¡ Visíting Pro essor of Law
8,S., Georgetown Univ', 1959; J'D., Harvard lJniv', 1962; LL'M"
New York Univ., 1965
HenveY WrNco Profesor ol Law
8.4., Birmingham-Southern College, 1958; M'A', 7960; I'D', 1962,
Vanderbilt UniversitY
PBrBn WrNsnrp Assístant Professor of Law
8.4,, 1965; LL.B', 1968, Harvard University; LL.M', London Uni-
versity, 1973
LECTURERS
Henress R. BeNrnuL, B.S. Texas A&M, 1957; LL.B., Southern Method-
ist UniversitY, 1964
MrcsrBr. M. BooNe, B.B.A., 1964; LL'B., 1967, Southern Methodist
University
DINß,L Busnre, Jn., B.B'4., 1961; LL.B., 1962, Southern Methodist Uni-
versity
AnreN D. BvNut't, 8.4., Abilene Christian College', 1958; LL.B.' Baylor
UniversitY, 1963
Plur- C¡nmNcroN, 4.8., University o'f Missouri, l9I4; LL'B' Harvard
UniversitY' 1917
Eowmp Corirv, Jn', 8.4., 1957;LL.B., 1960, Sotrthern Methodist Uni-
versity
THorvres L. CntsueN, B.S.E.E., Southern Methodist University, 1965;J'D"
Georgetown UniversitY, 1969
Mensneri J. Doxe, Jn., B,4., Hardin-Simmons Universiry, 1956; LL'B',
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EnNrsr Flclnt, B'S., Texas A&M, 1961; LL'B'' University of Texas'
1964;LL.iI", Southern Methodist University, t970 
- - 
-
SowARD ó. Fortr, 4.8., University of Chicago, 1938; LL'B'' Southern
Methodist UniversitY, 1940
Joer Her-n, 8.S., 1961; Lf.g. p6q, Boston University
PlrnrcrHlccrNnotseM,B.A.,lg60;LL'B',lg6l,UniversityofAlabama
Trvrsrny E. Knr-LEv, 8.4., Notre Dame university, 1948; LL.B., Yale
UniversitY, 1951
HenspRr S. Ks¡{pnrcr, Jn., LL.B', Southern Methodist University' 1960;
LL.M,, Harvard UniversitY, 1961
Jul-le LowBNnEnc, B.A', Radcliffe College, 1962; LL'B'' Harvard Uni-
versity, 1966
Roxero M. M¡.Nronn, B'S.L., 1954; I 'D', 1954, University of Minnesota;
LL.M., New York UniversitY, 1959
BoB W. MentlN, 8.4., Texas A&M, 1'962; LL'B', University of Texas'
1964; LL'M., Georgetown University, 1970
JonN H. McELHtNsv, b.B.A., 1956; J.D., 1958, Southern Methodist
UniversitY
B. Tnovrls McElnov, 8.4., Yale university, 1944; LL.B, University
of Texas, 1949
GlvNeLr C. MertwIN, B'Ch.E', Georgia Institute of Tech" 1959; LL'8"
UniversitY of Texas, 1964
JosBpH J. Nonrou, A'B., Providence College,1966; LL'B'' University of
Edinburgh, Scotland, 1969; LL.M', Univ' of Texas, 1970; LL'M'' 1972;
S.J.D., 1973, Univ. of Michigan
VrNcENrPentNI,B.A.,YaleUniversity,lg62;LL'B',UniversityofTex-
as, 1966
A¡¡N d¡ce, 8.S., Southern Methodist University, 1946; M'D'' University
of Texas Southwestern Medical School, 1958
Gsonas Rece, M.D., University of Texas Southwestern Medical School,
1947 ; Ph.D, BaYlor UniversitY, 1969
Ronsnr L. Rer"rsnv, 8.4., Hofstra University, 1954; LL'B', Union.Uni-
ìersity, \SSZ; ivl.p.a', State of New York, 1966; LL'M'' in Aero-
.pu""-Luw, Southern Methodist University, 1969
Geonãs RlY, 4.8,, 1932;LL.B., 1935, Harvard University
Fnlxx J. Scunr-ocr, LL.B', University of Texas, 1923
Rrcneno H. SrBpHr¡¡s, 8.4., Texas christian university, 1962; LL'B.,
UniversitY o'f Texas, 1965
J. T. Succs, B.S', 1925; LL.B., 1927, University of Texas
W. SrepunN SweYze, 8.4., Southern Methodist University, 1963; LL'B"
UniversitY of Texas, 1966
RottlLo L Tnunrvr¡N, B.E'S., Brigham-Young University, 1965; J'D"
úniversity of utah, 1g6g; LL.M., George washington university,
r970
J. DAVID TMcY, 8.4., 1968; !.D', 1970, University of Texas; LL'M''
Southern Methodist University, 1971
9102 Faculty T9
Geonce B¡crrn VAucuAN, 8,S., Tulane University, 1962: M,5,, 1964;
Ph.D., 1967, Virginia Polytechnic Institute; M.B.A., University of
New Sot¡th Wales, 1971
Ronrnr P. Woonnunn, LL.B., University of Texas, 1949
ErooN L. YouNc¡r-ooo, 8.4., Texas Christian University, 1962; LL.B.,
Southern Methodist University, 1967
DoNero J. ZIHN, 4.B., New York University, 1963; LL.B., Union Uni-
versity, Albany Law School, 1966; LL.M.. New York University
School of Law, t967
LIBRARY STAFF
FuNcrs H. Herr, M.A.; M.S.L.S.;J.D., Law Librarian
One EucsNr.{ AnoIs,8.S., M.L.S. Jer'res P. MuRpuy, 8.A.., M.L.S.,
KernenrNr M. Bnewen LL.B., Assistant Librarian
Brr,r,rr Bnoors Ar,rNn Se¡,ns
CmorvN Honnv¡,N V¡ncrNl¡ TeùrpreroN
























s1o3 THE SCHOOL OF LA\l/
5103 THE SCHOOL OF LA\f of southern Methodist Uni'
iersity was established in February 1925, The school is a member of the
Assoiiation of American Law Schools and is approved by the Section on
Legal Education of the American Bar Association.
SMU's School of Law is open to applicants without regard to ethnic
or national origin, creed, or sex. (See $202 on Admissions).
s103.1 PROGRAMS AND INSTRUCTION
J.D. Decnee.-The J.D. (juris doctor) is a first law degree normally
obtained in three years of study. Approximately 750 full-time students
are pursuing this ãegree. The primary purpose of the J'D. program is
prepãradon-for the practice of law, private or public' The crrrriculum
õotibio"r training in the science and method of law, knowledge of the
substance and piocedure of law, understanding of the role of law in
society, and frãctical experience in handling professional.problems. It
dso óxplores-the responJibility of lawyers and their relations to other
,"g."rrt, of society. See Sectiõns II and V below for detailed discussion
ofthe J.O. program and its unusually rich variety of courses'
Most courses are national or international in scope, although emphasis
on Texas law is available for those who plan to practice in Texas. Many
graduates choose to practice in the Southwest, but there are SMU School
õf Law graduates in all parts of the United States; similarly, most stu-
dents come from the Southwest or Midwest, but there are students rep'
resenting all parts of the country.
CovrsrNnn J.D.-M.B.A. Pnocn.lr'r.-The School of Law and the Grad-
uate Division of the School of Business Administration ofier a joint
program leading to the J.D. and the M'8.4. (master of business- admin-
istrãtion) in four years. The program is designed for law practice with
a strong business background, and for business careers with a strong
legal background. See Section III for detailed description.
CortsrNrp J.D.-M.P.A. Pnoon¡vr.-The School of Law and the Grad-
uate Program in Public Administration of the School of Humanities and
Sciences offer a joint course of study leading to the J.D. and the M'P.A.
(master of public administration) in four years. The program is designed
for those persons who desire career opportunities in the public sector' See
Section IV.
5103.3 The Library 2t
AovlNcsp Dscness.-The LL.M., M.C.L., and S.J.D., programs are
described in Section V. Approximately 40 full-time and 60 part-time stu-
dents are enrolled in these programs.
s103.2 THE LAW SCHOOL QUADRANGLE
SMU is located in suburban University Park, (a residential community
with shopping areas) approximately five miles from the business
center of Dallas, Tex. The Law School Quadrangle occupies six acres
on the northwest corner of the campus.
As a physical unit, the Quadrangle consists of four buildings:
-Storey Hall, completed 1949, containing administrative offices,faculty library and offices, an auditorium, and other facilities.
-Florence Hall, completely remodeled in 1968, containing class andseminar rooms and a court room,
-Lawyers Inn, completed in 1949 and redecorated 1967, containingliving quarters for 80 students, dining rooms, and recreation areas. See
9105 below.
-Underwood Law Library, completed 1970, containing open stacksfor 450,000 volumes, and carrels and comfortable seating for all stu-
dents. See S103.3 below.
The buildings are of modified Georgian architecture, as are the rest
of SMU's buildings, and are centrally air-conditioned and heated.
s103.3 THE LIBRARY
The Law Library is a research and working library of some 197'000
volumes. It is among the two dozen largest law-school libraries in the
country. Accessions are made at the rate of approximately 6,500 vol-
umes a year. Areas of special strength include taxation, oil and gas law,
insurance law, labor law, busihess and commercial law, air and space
law, international law, comparative law, and jurisprudence.
The U.S.-federal collection includes all reported cases, all current and
prior statutes, and extensive Congressional and administrative materials.
The U.S.-state collection includes all reported cases, all current and most
prior statutes, and some administrative materials. There are abundant
treatises, encyclopedias, digests, citators, indexes, and looseleaf services.
There are many texts on law-related subjects such as government,
politics, economics, business, sociology, psychology, philosophy, and in-
ternational relations. Other campus libraries near the school oontain
more than 1,000,000 volumes and are open to law students.
The Law Library also emphasizes Latin-American legal publications.
Codes, periodicals, and outstanding treatises have been acquired from
most of the Latin-American countries. There also are collections of the
legal literature of France, Germany, Italy, Spain, and other countries.
The library contains all English cases from the time of Henry VIII, and
many earlier ones, as well as English statutes, digests, and treatises. The
Law Library contains also collections of the statutes and reported cases
22 The School of Law
from the principal countries of the British commonwealth and former
members, 
^incluãing Ireland, Scotland, Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa, and Canada.
The library has cornplete files of over 600 leading legal periodicals. It
currently subscribes to i,040 periodicals of which more than 185 are from
foreign countries.
ttre I-aw Library includes microcards, microfilms, audio and video
tapes, and related ìeading, viewing, or listening devices. Copying ma-
chines are available for reproduction of printed material.
s103.4 STUDENT CONDUCT
Students are expected to conduct themselves as prospective members
of the legal professìon. A disciplinary code with appellate procedures is in
effect, aãmiãistered primarily by students, with minority faculty partici-
pation, students sho¡.rtd familiarize themselves with the standards and dis-
òiptlnary procedures in The SMU Enchiridion' With modifications only in
form to fit peculiarities of the School of Law situation, these are the pro'
cedures for law students as well. The substantive requirements there set
forth are the same. Matriculation in the University constitutes a declara-
tion of compliance with all University rules and regulations.
Students will not, without the written consent of the dean, either individ-
ually or collectively, use the name of the University or of the School of
Law in any activity outside the regular work of the school.
s103.5 POLICY ON DISCRIMINATION
Southern Methodist University School of Law is committed to a policy
against discrimination based on sex' age, race, color, religious creed, or
nátional origin. This policy applies to the activities of the Law School in
admissions, plaoement, housing facilities, scholarships, grants and all
other academic and non-academic opportunities-including those which
are honorary. Further, the facilities of the Placement Service are avail-
able only to employers who conform to a non-discriminatory policy in
hiring.
Any individual who feels that the policy on non-discrimination has been
violatôd by the Law School or by an employer using the Placement Service
may file a written complaint with the Grievanoe Cornmittee. This cornmit-
tee, under the direction of the Dean of the Law School, is charged with
investigating such cornplaints to determine whether there has been a vio-
lation of the non-discrimination policy and to impose appropriate sanc-
tions. Additional information on this grievance procedure may be obtain-
ed from the dean's office and the Placement Office.
s104 FTNANCIAL INFORMATION
A catalogue supplement, Fína,ncial Informatíon-SMU-1975-76, is
issued by the Office of the Vice President-Treasurer. It provides the
general authority and reference for SMU financial regulations and ob-
ligations, as well as detailed information concerning tuition, fees, and
living expenses incurred while attending Southern Methodist University.
The catalogue supplement is available at the office of the University
Cashier, and in the Office of the Dean of each school. It will be mailed,
upon request, from any of these offices.
For optional or additional charges, and for information which may
apply specially to each school, see the current issue of the catalogue sup-
plement F ínancial Information-SMu 
-l 97 5 -7 6.
Checks for tuition, fees, room, and board should be made payable to
Southern Methodist University, in the exact amount of the charges, and
should be given or mailed to the cashier of the University. Payment is
expected at the time of student registration, and becomes subject to late-
payment penalty after 10 days from the date of registration, unless spe-
cial written arrangements are made with the Cashier's Office.
A condensed summary of Undergraduate School'Charges-1975-76, ís
given below, and will apply to the majority of full-time undergraduates
during fall and spring semesters. Individual students may find that their
expenses vary somewhat from these numbers, depending upon which
laboratory fees and other charges may apply to their individual academic
program. These undergraduate charges apply within the following schools:
University College, School of Humanities and Sciences, Meadows School
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A condensed summary of Graduate School Charges-1975-76, is given
below, and will apply to the majority of full-time graduates during fall
and spring semesters. Individual graduate students may find that their
expenses vary somewhat from thesE numbers, depending upon their indi-
vidual academis program, and choice of living accommodations.
ruítíon, i:ä'{f}f#ft'å:
Graduate School per Semester per Semester
Humanities and Sciences $1,100.00 $155.00
Meadows School of the Arts 1,100.00 155.00
Institute of Technology 1,100.00 155.00
School of Business Administration $90.00 per SCH* 155.00
Perkins School of Theology $85.00 per SCH 155.00
School of Law $90.00 per SCH 155.00
Upper Division (Graduate) Law
Students $120.00 per SCH 155.00
Room: from $42 per month to $140 per month-Pe'rkins School of The.
ology.
from $275 per semester to $450 per semester-other schools,
depending upon location and services.
Boørd: $375 (plus sales tax) per semester, except Lawyer's Inn Dining
Hall: $400'00 (plus sales tax).
* SCH indicates semester credit hour.

slor HOUSING AND MEALS
Law students are free to live and eat where they choose' exceptingthose
rt"¿""tt who, if they eleci to tive in Lawyers Inn, are required to take all
meals there.*î"*V"ït 
I"n, located in the School of Law quadrangle' provides resi-
¿"*" L""o-modations for 80 unmarried students' The room rental
t"i" it.ì]"u or spring semester is $300 for each person in a-double
,ão*. e few singló .oã-, u." available at a semester rental of $325'
äoåÀ, 
"." 
.ngugäO for the regular academic year, which consists-of two
;;;õ^. Resîdõnts who wistito remain in their rooms between fall and
spring semesters may do so by making tpt-od arrangements with the
är""t"o. of Lawyer's inn. An additional rental will be charged'
- puring the 8-week summer term the room rental rate is $145 for each
p.rron iñ a double room; the room rental for a single room.is $17O'
'-Th" 
.o"-* are comfoitably furnished and linens are provided. Appli¡
cation for residence must be made on a form supplied by the director and
ñ;;b; accompanied by a deposit of $100. Approval of application may
"oit" given until the áppticait is accepted. 
for admission to the School
;i;;:6plication foriri are sent automatically to all students accepted
for admission.
Limited on-campus facilities are available for married students. In-
formation 
"oo""rriing 
these facilities may be obtained by writing the
õfil ;f Housing o-i thu University. A number of University-owned
upärt."""t" u.e loãated near the School of Law. Information about them
ri"t b; obtained from the business manager of the University'
Meals are served Monday throtrgh noon saturday in the Lawyers Innpi6rln**. The dining róorn is open to all students and to their guests.
it oru-uring the dining rõom (except students living in the inn) may pay
for each mãal separately or may óntract at the time of registration for
breakfasts, lunches, or dinners for a full s€mester'
The cost of meals for one semester is $400 plus 5 percent sales tax,
payable at the time of registration.
Rates for rooms and rñeals are subject to change at the beginning of
any semester or Summer Session.
s106 FINANCIAL AID
s106.r SCHoLARSHTPS
A substantial number of scholarship awards are made annually to first
year and upperclass students. Some awards equal full tuition; others cover
only a portion of tuition. The Admissions and Financial Aid Committee
of the faculty balances need and academic performance in making schol-
arship awards. To insure that the financial-aid program will coniinue to
grow,. each recipient is asked to accept a moral obligation to repay the
award when flnancially able to do so.
All awards are made for one academic year. Recipients must reapply
each year for further assistance. Awards are not autõmatically renewãd,
and renewal awards may be increased or decreased depending upon funds
available and changes in the student's need and academi" p.t?ot-anre.
Because the first year of law school involves an arduous peri,od of adjust-
ment to a new discipline, outside employment is least desirable during
that year. For this reason it is the policy of the school to award more
and larger scholarships to flrst year than to upperclass students.
A statement of proeedures for application for financial assistance may
be obtained from the secretary of admissions.
For loans see $ 106.2 below.
HerroN W. SuuNBns Scuor¡,nsurps.-Five scholarships worth more
than.$4,500 per year for three years are awarded each yðar to qualified
entering students who are residents of, or who are attending colieges or
universities in Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arkansas, Kan-
sas, Nebraska, or Missouri. Prospective students interested in this pro-
gram should write for information to the secretary of admissions. These
scholarships are awarded primarily on the basis of undergraduate achieve-
ment. Applications must reach the office of admissions ãt tne school ofLaw by February I to be considered for the following fall semester.
s 106.2 LOANS
All students at the School of Law, including entering students, are
eligible for loans under several loan programs. Most of the available loan
programs are administered by the University Office of Financial Aid.
Each application is judged on an individual basis. Some of the factors
considered are the student's income, assets, expenses, and the purpose
for which the loan is requested. Additionat information may be obtaîned
by writing to: Director of Financial Aid, Office of Financial Aid, South-
ern Methodist University, Dallas, Tex.75275.
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s 106.3 SCHOLARSHIP CONTRIBUTORS
The following flrms and individuals contributed $2'000 or more for
financial assistance to one or more students which was used during the
academic year, 197 4-197 5 :
DENNIS BARGER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP (Jess Hay and Lomas
& Nettleton)
CARRINGTON, COLEMAN, SLOMAN, JOHNSON & BLUMEN-
THAL
DALLAS LAWYERS WIVES CLUB
ARTHUR I. AND JEANETTE GINSBURG
LARRY AND JANE HARLAN FOUNDATION
WILLIAM R. HARRIS, JR.
HEWETT, JOHNSON, SWANSON & BARBEE
JACKSON, WALKER, \ryINSTEAD, CANTWELL & MILLER
JOHNSON, BROMBERG, LEEDS & RIGGS
JOHN A. McCARTHY FOUNDATION
ESTATE OF JAMES L. RILEY
RITCHIE, RITCHIE & CROSLAND
SHELL COMPANIES FOUNDATION' INC.
STALCUP, JOHNSON, MEYERS & MILLER
HATTON W. SUMNERS FOUNDATION
WYNNE, JAFFE & TINSLEY
The following firms and individuals contributed amounts frorn $1,000
t" $ì,AoO for fiñancial assistance to one or more students which were used




PROFESSOR HARVEY L. DAVIS
DUMAS, HUGUENIN, BOO'IHMAN & MORROW
WILTON H. FAIR





J. C. JUDGE SCHOLARSHIP FUND
PROFESSOR LENNART V' LARSON
FRITZ & MARTHA LYNE (LABOR LAW SCHOLARSHIP)
HARRY S. MOSS FOUNDATION
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EDWARD B. RUST
SEDCO, INCORPORATED
MRS. HENRY W. STRASBURGER (Allen Hunter Strasburger Memo-
rial Scholarship)
STRASBURGER, PRICE, KELTON, MARTIN & UNIS
THOMPSON, KNIGHT, SIMMONS & BULLION
MR. AND MRS. JACK TITUS
TOBOLOWSKKY, SCHLINGER & BLALOCK
VIAL, HAMILTON, KOCH, TUBB, KNOX & STRADLEY
THE HONOBABLE JAMES L. NOEL, JR.
WILL WISON, JR.
The following firms and individuals contributed amounts frorn $500
to $999 for financial assistance to one or more students which were used
during the academic year, 1974-1975:
IRA LEE ALLEN, III
THE BARRISTERS
ROBERT E. DAVIS
MR. AND MRS. DONALD C. FITCII, JR.
PROFESSOR WILLIAM J. FLITTIE
DEAN CHARLES O. GALVIN
GEARY, BRICE, BARRON & STAHL
JAMES F. GRAY
WILLIAM C. KOONS




PROFESSOR JOSEPH V/. McKNIGHT
SAM W. PETTIGREW
GEORGE G. POTTS (Charles Shirley Potts Memorial Scholarship)
RIO de JANEIRO ALUMNI
LEWIS T. SWEET
SMU LAW PARTNERS
PROFESSORS A. J. & ANN THOMAS
J. GLENN TURNER, JR.
RICHARD S. WHITESELL, JR.
MAX V/OLENS (Kalman Wolens Memorial Scholarship)
TEXAS ASSOCIATION OF AT*TORNEY CERTIFIED PUBLIC AC-
COUNTANTS
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TEXAS ASSOCIATTON OF DEFENSE COUNSEL
WALTER P. ZIVLEY
The following endowed scholarshþ a¡e awarded each year:
ROSSER J. COKE SCHOLARSHIP
PAUL D. LTNDSEY (TOM C. CLARK SCHOLARSHIP)
DALLAS LAWYERS WIVES CLUB SCHOLARSHIPS
HA\ryKINS GOLDEN SCHOLARSHIP
J. ROSCOE GOLDEN SCHOLARSHIP
W. R. HARRIS, SR., MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
ERIN BAIN JONES MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
JOHN LEDDY JONES MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
JOSEPH P. KNIGHT
MAURICE E. PURNELL MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Funds to be used toward the endowment of scholarships have been
provided by the late Rosser J. Coke and Mrs. Coke, The Dallas Lawyers
Wives Club, Mr. Hawkins Golden, Mrs. J. Roscoe Golden, the late Mrs.
Annie Morris Anderson, the late Mrs. Erin Bain Jones, W. R. Harris, Jr,,
Paul D. Lindsey, Joseph W. McKnight and the law firm of Locke, Pur-
nell, Boren, Laney & Neely,
s 107 A\üTARDS
AptBnrc¡,N Annrtnetrox AssocrerloN Awenp:
The American Arbitration Association presents an award each year to
the student with the best grade or paper in a course involving arbitration.
The award consists of an engraved bronze plaque and a one-year member-
ship in the American Arbitration Association entitling the student to re-
ceive on a regular basis the various publications of the association.
AvrsnrceN T[rer, Llwvens AssocnuoN AwARD:
The American Trial Lawyers Association makes an award of $100 to
the student enrolled in the course in Environmental Law who submits
the best term paper.
Russerr, B¡rBn Moor Counr Aw¡.nn:
Mr. Russell M. Baker of the Dallas Bar has presented to the School of
Law a bronze plaque on which is inscribed each year the names of the
members of the winning team in the first year Moot Court Cornpetition.
The winners also receive a cash awa¡d of $100 each and the runners-up
$50 each.
B¡.nnrsrBn Awenps:
The Barristers, A School of Law service and scholastic honorary or-
ganization, annually presents an award of an engraved plaque to the first-
year student who, in the opinion of the Barristers, contributed most to the
School of Law.
The Barristers present a bronzn plaque on which are inscribed the
names of students who submit the best written brief for the first-year Moot
Court Competition,
BunrBsoN CnrurN¡r- Lew .rNu PnocBoure Awenp oF MERIT:
The Criminal Law and Procedure Award of Merit, a cash award of $50,
is presented each year by Mr. Phil Burleson of the Dallas Bar, to thE stu'
dent writing the most outstanding law journal çasenote or somment deal-
ing with Texas criminal law or criminal procedure, or dealing with con-
stitutional law conoerning the rights of the criminally accused.
CAnnrNoroN, CoLEMIN, Slotr,tlN, Jo¡rNsoN lND BLUMENTHAL AI¡/ÀRD:
The Dallas firm of Carrington, Coleman, Sloman, Johnson and Blu-
menthal presents a gold watch to the outstanding student in the first-year
class based on scholastic achievernent.
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Curr-os, FonrEtIsA,cH, BecK eNp GuvroN Aw¡'no:
The Houston firm of Childs, Fortenbach, Beck and Guyton presents
each year a $250 award in memory of Leonard H. childs to an outstand-
ing siudent ¡or Southwestern Law lournal or course writing on a cur-
rently developing area of high significance in securities law.
cou¡{crr oF THE seCrroN oN coRpoRATroN, BeNrINo eNu BusINBss LAW
oF THE SrerB B¡.n on TBxes Aweno:
The Council of the Section on Corporation, Banking and Business Law
of the State Bar of Texas awarcls a cash prize of $300 for the best student
comment published during the year and a prize of $200 for the best stu-
dent note þublished during the year. The prizes are awarded on a state-
wide competitive basis after an evaluation by a committee in the section
of entries submitted by the deans of each of the law schools in the state.
Der-res L¡,wvBns Wrvss Clun Awenn:
The Dallas Lawyers Wives Club makes a cash award of $100 to an
outstanding student in the second-year class. The award is based on
scholarship and need.
EnwIN Meltonrer, Secuntrrns Aweno:
Mr. Robert S. Cutherell makes available on an annual basis the Erwin
Memorial Securities Award of $250 each for the two best original papers
in the field of securities law. The winners' names are also inscribed on a
plaque donated by Mr. Cutherell.
FBpenll Ben Assocrtrlor.¡ Aweno:
The Dallas chapter of the Federal Bar Association makes an annual
award of $100 to the student making the highest grade in the course in
Federal Courts.
FuunIcut, Cnoorrn eNo Jewonsrr Moor Counr Aw¡np:
The Houston firm of Fulbright, Crooker and Jaworski presents a cash
award of $200 to the students who represent the SMU Law School in the
National Moot Court ComPetition.
Gor-ouenc, Arnx.cNpBn & SurlrvlN Awmo;
The Dallas flrm of Goldberg, Alexander & Sullivan gives each year a
cash award of $50 to the member of the class in Creditor's Rights who
receives the highest grade on tho final examination in the course.
A. S. H¡NsBN, INc., Aw,tno:
The Arthur Stedry Hansen Consulting Actuaries of Dallas awards each
year $100 to the student making the highest grade in the corporate plan-
íing 
"orr.r", 
and $50 to the student making the second highest grade'
Ro¡enr J. Hossv Mpvronr¡,1 Aw¡nP:
The Robert J. Hobby Memorial Award of $150 is presented each year
by the firm of Durant, Mankofi, Davis, and Wolens to the student writing
the outstanding paper in the field of federal taxation.
I
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INrBnNerroN¡r, Ac¡oeuy or Tnr¡,r, L¡,wysns Aweno:
Each year the International Academy of rrial Lawyers presents an
award of an engraved plaque to a student in the schooi of iaw for su-perior proficiency in advocacy.
JoHttsoN, BRoMnEnc, Lrrns, lNo Rrccs Aw¡no:
The Dallas firm of Johnson, Bromberg, Iæeds, and Riggs gives eachyear $250 to the student deemed by the iaculty to be outJtãnd-ing in the
field of gorporate and financial law, based bo h on grades. and olione or
more original papers.
Jounx¡r, on Arn L¡.w eNo CovttrencB Awenp:
The school of Law each year gives a prize of. $50 to the student who
has prepared the ot¡tstanding comment and a prize of $50 to the student
who has written the best casenote for the Jouìnal ol Air Law and co,m-
merce.
JounNer, o¡'Arn L¡,w eNn Covrrvrencs 1970 Boenp or Emrons Aweno:
The 1970 Board of Edito,rs of the Journal of Air Law and commerce
makes an annual award of approximately $100 for the test commenì uy
a senior student in the lournal ol Aìr Law and Commerce.
Krrconr eNn Krr,conr Aweno:
The Dallas firm of Kilgore and Kilgore gives each year a cash award
of $100 to the studenr who prepares the be¡t o,riginal paper deating with
oil and gas law.
Lewvnns co-oprn¡rrye puslrsurNc corvrp¡,Nv lNp BeNcnonr-wnrrNsy
Corr,rpe¡,ly-AMBRTcAN JunrspnuppNce pnrzr Awanp :
The Lawyers co-operative publishing company and Bancroft-whit-
1ey company award a specially bound title from American Jurisprudence2d and a certificate of such award to the highest ranking studeni in eachbasic law school course.
B. THovres McElnoy Aweno:
Each year Mr. B. Thomas McElroy of the Dallas Bar makes a cash
award of $250 to the student who attãins the highest grade in in" 
"o""r"in Texas Pre-Trial Procedure, in either the fall õr the-spring ,;;t";.
MpnceNrrrn NerroNer, BeNr Awenp:
The Mercantile National Bank of Dallas gives each year to the student
making the highest grade in the Estate planning and Þractice course an
award of $100, and to the student making the seðond highest grade in that
course, an award of $50.
PAssMAN, JoNns, ANoRn'ü/s, CortIN, Hor,rny lxo Co. Aw¡,np:
_ 
The Passman, Jones, Andrews, Coplin, Holley and Co,. Award of $250
is 
_given. annually to a 
.second year student who has maintained a high
scholastic average and has earned a substantial percentage of living costs
through part-time work while attending law school.
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Pnr Arpne Dnlr¡, Awenp:
The Phi Alpha Delta legal fraternity annually presents a plaque to the
first-year student who makes the greatest improvement in grades between
the First and Second Semesters.
PnBNrrcB IIArr-, INc., Fepnner- Texerrox Aw¡,n¡:
Prntice-Hall, Inc., awards each year a three-volume set of Federal Tax
Guide with one year's supplement to the outstanding student in taxation
in the third-year class.
PnBNrrcs-HeLL, INc,, JounN.lr, oF AIR Llw eNo Covrvrnce Aweno:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., awards each year a three-volume set of Federal Tax
Guíde with one year's supplement to the editor of the lournal ol Aír Law
and Commerce who has made the outstanding contribution to the overall
development of the Journal.
R¡.rvlnEz ¡Np CeNerEs I¡.rrEnN.{rIoNer, Lew Aweno:
The Dallas firm of Ramirez and Canales awards $100 each semester to
the student in the School of Law who prepares the best paper in interna-
tional law dealing with the practical aspects of transnational legal prob-
lems.
Geonce E. Rrv Aweno:
Mr. George E. Ray of the Dallas Bar Association has presented to the
School of Law a bronze plaque on which is inscribed each year the name
of the outstanding speaker in the first-year Moot Court Competition. The
selection is made by The Børrísters, a School of Law service and scholas-
tic honorary organization.
St:ltcur, JouNsott, Mr,ynns, eNo M¡LrBn Moor Counr Cor"rperIrroN
Awenp:
The Dallas firm of Stalcup, Johnson, Meyers & Miller awarded for
1974-75 to the participants in the first year Moot Court Cornpetition a
gavel type plaque to each individual on the flnalist team, and four brass
shield type plaques to those on the semi-finalist teams. Cash awards were
also made of $50 each to the first




team, $40 each to the second
individuals on the semi-finalist
TexÄ.s AssocrÀTroN on AIronNBY-CERTIFIBD Pusrrc AccouNrANrs
Awln¡:
The Texas Association of Attorney-Certified Public Accountants awards
each year $150 to the law student who, in the opinion of the Awards
Committee of the Association, writes the best paper in one of the fields of
income, estate o'r inheritance taxes, estate planning, or o,ther subjects in
which both law and accounting are involved.
Tex¡,s TRrer- L¡,wvBns AssocrerloN Awlnp:
The Texas Trial Lawyers Association awards each year a $100 prize
for the best comment in the fields of torts or worker's compensation law.
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TnoMrsot, KNtcttt, Stvtt"toNs, ¡Np BunroN Awenn:
The Dallas firm of Thornpson, Knight, Simmons, and Bullion gives each
year a cash award of $100 to the student editor who writes the best orig-
inal comment published in the Southwestern Lqw lournal.
U.S. L¡w Wser AwePJD:
The Bureau of National Affairs awards a one-year subscription to
Unìted States Law lí/eek to the graduating senior who has shown the
greatest improvement in scholarship in the student's third year.
TnB Wer-l Srnrpr JounNlr Awen¡:
The l(all Street Journal each year awards a one-year subscrþtion to
the Journal and a medal to the graduating senior norninated by the fac-
ulty on the basis of student achievement. The winner's name is also in-
scribed on a plaque donated by The WalI Street |ournal.
'Wnsr PunlrsHrNc CoMpANy ÀND VBnNoN L¡,w Boor Cor"rpeNy Awenp:
The Vy'est Publishing Company and Vernon Law Book Company pre-
sent annually a set of the two-volume treatise, Texas Law ol Evidence, to
the student editor of the Southwestern Law lournal who makes the out-
standing contribution to the lournal, both quality and quantity considered.
Wnsr Pu¡lrsruNc Co. HonNsoor Aw¡no:
The West Publishing Company awards each year a selected title from
the Hornbook Series to the students in the first, second and third year
classes in the School of Law who achieve the highest scholastic averages.
WBsr PunrrsHrNc CoMp¡,Ny Conpus SncuNpurtr Aw¡np:
Each year the West Publishing Cornpany awards one selected title of
Corpus Juris Secundum to the first year, second year, and third year stu-
dent in the School of Law who has made the most significant contribu-
tion toward overall legal scholarship. C.J.S. awards are not made on
the basis of top grades in the class or in any particular course. They
should be made on the basis of any criterion which recogrrizes scholarly
accomplishment.
'WvNNE, JAnne, eNn TlNsr-ey Awlnp:
The Dallas firm of Wynne, Jaffe, and Tinsley presented to the School
of Law a bronze plaque on which is inscribed each year the name of the
outstanding student or students in inter-school Moot Court Competition.
The firm also makes a cash award of $50 to each student selected.
s 1 08 SCHoLARLY PUBLICATIONS
Two student-edited law reviews are publishecl by the School of Law, the
Southwestern Law |ournal and the Journal of Air Law and Commerce.
The operation and management of these law reviews are vested in their
respctive Boards of Editors. The Boards are made up of senior students
who have exhibited a high capacity for legal research and writing. Other
students are selected to participate on the basis of scholarship and through
a writing competition conducted each year. In both publications, the work
of students has produced periodicals of permanent value to the legal pro-
fession.
The Southwestern Law Journal is published five times eash year and
reaches law schools, attorneys and judges throughout the united states
and abroad. Each issue includes articles by prominent legal scholars and
practitioners dealing with significant questions of local, national and in-
ternational law. In addition, articles by students analyze recent cases, sta-
tutes and developments in the law. Each year one issue of lhe lournal is
devoted to an Annual Survey of Texas Law and contains articles by attor-
neys, law professors, and judges concerning current developments in the
laws of Texas.
The JournøI of Aír Law and Commerce, a quarterly publication of the
School of Law, was founded in 1930. The only scholarly periodical in the
English language devoted primarily to the legal and economic problems
of aviation and space, it has a world wide circulation with subscribers in
50 countries. Articles by distinguished lawyers, economists, government
officials, and scholars deal with domestic and international problems of
the airline industry, private aviation, and space problems. Also included
are student works on a variety of topical issues, student comments, case-
notes on recent decisions, book reviews and editorial cornments. T1lLe lour-
nal ol Aír Law and Commerce sponsors a popular annual symposium on
selected problems in aviation law.
The Human Rights Journal is published quarterly by the School of
Law and the Section of Individual Rights and Responsibilities of the
American Bar Association. It is edited jointly by members of the faculty
and students; it includes articles by leading scholars and practitioners and
notes and bibliographies by students on legal topics of humanistic concern.
Articles and comments by students may allpear from time to time. The
Humøn Rìghts lournal has a large, nation-wide circulation.
sloe STUDENT ACTTVTTIES AND
ORGANIZATIONS
Tne Onpsn oF THE Corn is a national law-school scholastic hono¡
society. Not more than 10 percent o'f all graduates during the academic
year may be elected to membership by vote of the faculty. Formerþ,
The Order of the WoolsacË was the School of Law's honor society and
had the same standards for election as The Order of the Coíf .
THB SMU SruDsNr Bln AssocrerroN, composed of all students in the
school, has as its general purpose the prornotion of the interests of the
student body.
Tnr LBc¡,r, Cr-rNrc Pnocnervr.-The school sponsors a Legal Clinic
under the joint supervision of a member of the faculty and two prac-
ticing lawyers who work full-time in the clinic. For this work the school
provides secretaries and a suite of offices conveniently located on the
law school campus. The clinic serves clients from Dallas County. Stu-
dents interview clients, prepare papers, and present cases in court with
the assistance of the clinic supervisors. Clinic students also attend a week-
ly class dealing with techniques of the practice of law. This work is open
to second and third year students.
TIre BÄ,nnrsrrns is a general service organization of 15 law students
elected on the basis of scholarship, leadership, achievement, and per-
sonality.
Tnr Aovoc¡.rEs is an organization composed of all students residing
in Lawyers Inn.
THB Moor Counr BoeRo, a student organization, administers a con-
tinuing program to create interest in and aid in the instruction of oral
a¡d written advocacy.
Trle RecroNAL Moor Counr Coùrprr¡rroN is held eac.h November.
Law schools in Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas, and New Mexico
are eligible to compete. This co,mpetition is connected with the National
Moot Court Competition sponsored by the Association of the Bar of the
City of New York.
Tne Sr¡re JuNron Bln Moor Counr CorvrpnnrroN, held each June
as a part of the annual convention of the State Bar of Texas, is arr ap-
pellate moot court competition between the law schools of Texas.
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Lsc¡L FRArBnNrrres, THE LBC¡L sOnOnluBs-€hapters of threE na'
tir"uif"guf-itaiernities ãnd two international sorcirities have been estab'
iirft"¿ uit6u school-the John Hemphill.Senate of Delta Theta Phi' the
noler nrooke Taney Chapter of Phi Alpha Delta, Monteith Inn of Phi
O"itu pfti, the Alpha Psi CÎrapter of the Kappa Beta Pi International l"egal
S"to¡ty, *¿ ttr" Alpha Iota Chapter of thè Iota Tau Tau International
Iægal Sorority.
Ttrs ADvocerr is a newspaper published weekly during the school
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srr THE JURIS DOCTOR PROGRAM
s201 PRE-LEGAL STUDIES
The School of Law does not prescribe a fixed course of pre-legal study,
but does examine the record of each applicant to determine whether the
undergraduate courses taken reflect adequate preparatio,n for the study of
law. The student should pursue a well-rounded course of study, with par-
ticular attention devoted to the development of facility and style in use of
the English language.
s202 ADMTSSTON
5202.1 GeNBnrl I¡lnonN,rÄ,rro¡{.-Admission is without regard to ethnic
or national origin, creed, or sex. Minority-Group applications are encour-
aged.
5202.2 Dlres on ApttrssroN.-Beginning students are admitted in the
fall semester only.
52023 Appr.rcerrox FoR ADMlssIoN.-Application for admission
should be made well in advance of the date of intended enrollment.
Application forms and information regarding required procedures may
be obtained from the secretary of admissions. The applicant must file
transcripts from all colleges attended with the Law School Data Assern-
bly Service of the Educational Testing Service, Princeton, N.J., showing
courses completed and courses in which the applicant is enrolled at the
date of application. A final official transcript reflecting receipt of the
undergraduate degree is required before registration. The application must
also be supported by college questionnaires and letters of recommenda-
tion on forms supplied by the School of Law.
To be eligible for registration each new student must have a physical
examination performed by a physician and recorded on the permanent
Medical History Form mailed to prospective students by the Office of
Admissions. The completed form is to be returned to the director of Uni-
versity Health Services.
All students are required by Texas State Law to have been vaccinated
for Diptheria-Tetanus within 10 years. Small pox vaccination within 10
years is recommended. Everyone 19 years of age and under must have
taken a polio booster within five years. Dates of latest immunizations
should be recorded on the medical history form.
5202.4 A-ovrrssroN-Appr.lcllTloN FeB.-Each applicant who is a resi-
dent of the United States must submit with the application a fee of $25.
9202 Admission 4l
This fee is not refundable and will not be credited against tuition in the
event of enrollment.
5202.5 Lew Scnool Aou¡ssIoN Trsr.-Applicants for admission to
the first year class must take the Law School Admission Test administered
by the Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey. Application
blanks with complete details about the test may be obtained by writing to
the secretary of admissions.
Applicants are urged to take the test no later than the October or De-
cember testing date preceding the fall semester in which they seek ad-
mission,
5202.6 AourssroN sv SerncrroN.-Admission to the School of Law is
by selection based upon the academic record of the applicant, the Law
School Admission Test score, and other available data. The School re-
serves the right to reject any applicant \4/ithout statement of reason.
5202.7 Dncnee RequrnnrvrcNr.-To be eligible to enter the School of
Law the applicant must have a bachelor's degree from an accredited col-
lege or university.
5202.8 AnrrrssroN Dsposrr.-Accepted applicants are required to de-
posit $100 with the School of Law by the date quoted in letter of ac-
ceptance. This fee is credited toward tuition charged upon enrollment. 1/
wìIl be forfeited íÍ the student Íails to enroll.
52029 DecuneuoN on INrrNtroN To SruDy L¡,w.-The rules gov-
erning admission to the bar in most states require that a law student file,
with an official of the state in which he intends to practice, a Declara-
tion of Intention to Study Law. It is the responsibility of each student
to determine the rules of the state in which he plans to practice and to
comply with those rules.
Every person intending to apply for admission to the Bar of Texas
must file with the Secretary of the Board of Law Examiners, not more
than 60 days before nor more than 120 days after beginning the study
of Law, a Declaration of Intention to Study Law. Such Declaration shall
be made on forms to be prescribed by the Board, and shall show such
facts as to the history, experience, and educational qualifications of the
declarant as the Board may determine. Instructions and copies of the
rules and prescribed forms can be obtained from the Dean's office or
by writing to the Secretary, Board of Law Examiners, Supreme Court of
Texas, Capitol Station, Austin, Texas 7871L.
The flling of this declaration is a prerequisite for eligibility to apply
to take the Texas bar examinations.
S2O3 ADMISSION WITH ADVANCED STANDING(Transfers from Other Law Schools)
5203.1 PpnsoNs Errarsre.-A student who has successfully completed
courses at another law school which was at the time of the student's study
a member of the Association of American Law Sa.hools or approved by
--
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the Section on Legal Education of the American Bar Association may
apply for admission with advanced standing. Admission is selective.
Ordinarily, a student who has been excluded from or who is on proba-
tion at another law school will not be admitted.
5203.2 Derns or AnvIssroN.-An applicant who has completed two
or more semesters at another law school may be admitted either in the fall
or the spring semester or in the summer session. An applicant who has
completed less than two semesters should submit a list of courses taken
and inquire concerning possible dates of admission.
5203.3 Apprrcnrror.¡.-Application for admission with advanced stand-
ing must be made on a form supplied by the School of Law. It must be
supported by transcripts from all colleges and law schools previously
attended. Good standing in the law school last attended must be estab-
lished by a letter from the dean of that school.
5203.4 ApveNcpo Cnnorr.-The amount of advanced credit given for
work completed in another law school will be determined by the Curricu-
lum Committee.
5203,5 MrNrvruvr RnsroENcB RnqurnevrnNr.-A student admitted
with advanced standing may not qualify for a degree from the School of
Law until that student satisfactorily completes at least 30 semester-hours
at Southern Methodist University.
s204 AUDTTORS
Auditors other than full-time students are not permitted. A full-time
student may audit a course with the consent of the instructor.
s205 REGISTRATTON
5205.1 Rsorsrnlr¡oN Prnroos.-The times for registration are shownin $101 above and may be changed by announcement of the dean. Stu-
dents who fail to register during the announced registration period must
secure permission of the dean to register late. A late registration fee of
$15 will be charged, without exception, of all students who register late.





5205.3 ArorNc, Dnopprxc .rNo WrrsonAwlNc. A student must give
notice on a form provided by the Records Office whenever the student
adds, drops or withdraws from a course. A student may add or drop a
course during the periods set forth in 9101. A fee of $5 will be charged
for each course a student adds or drops.
* Unless a smaller number will meet residence and graduation requirements.
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A student may withdraw from a course at any time with the consent
of the instructor, who shall in his discretion determine the grade received
for the course. If the student withdraws frorn a course before noon orl
the last day of classes, the student will ordinarily receive a passing grade(WP) for the course. If a student withdraws from a course after noon
on the last day of classes, he or she will ordinarily receive a failing grade(l4tF) for the course.
s206 CLASSROOM WORK AND ATTENDANCB
5206.1 CLessnooru Wom lNp AsstcNvreNrs.-Students are expected
to'prepare all assignments and to participate in classroom discussions.
The initructor may exclude a student from a course for poor classroorn
work, for improper conduct in the classroom' or for failure to prepare
assignments. In such case, the student will recæive a failing gtade (WF)
in the course.
5206.2 Attrl¡peNcr.-Regular class attendance is encouraged. At-
tendance requirements in individual courses are set by the instructors;
they may penalize a student for failure to comply.
5206.3 ArseNcBs FRoM ExAMIw¡rroNs.-A student unable to take an
exãmination at the time scheduled, because of illness or other unavoid'
able cause, must notify the instructor prior to the examination or as soon
as possible. The instructor will make arrangements with the student, sub-ject to the dean's approval, for taking the examination at a later time.
Any other absence will result in a failing grade (WF) in the course'
s207 GRADES AND CREDITS
5207.1 MlNn'rutt P¡ssrNc Gnene.-The minimum passing grade is60'in a graded course and "Credit" in an ungraded course. No credit
will be given for courses with lower grades. (An average of 70 in graded
courses is necessary for graduation; see $211.2.)
5207.2 MrrHon or CovrputlNc Aven¡ces.-The grade in a course
wiú be weighted by the semester-hours in the course' The computation
will include marks from all courses in which the student has taken the
final examination or received a final grade, regardless of whether credit
in a particular course is necessary to meet the requirements for gradu-
ation. When a course is repeated, both grades will be used in the com-
putation. A WF will be counted as a 40. Ordinarily, only courses in this
law school will be used in the computation.
5207.3 UNcn¡pEp Cnsorr (Pess-Feu,) ElscrloN.-(A) ElncrroN. A student my elect a maximum of five semester-
hours of ungraded (pass-fail) credit. The election is made during the first
week after registration and is irrevocable after the last day for adding and
dropping courses.(B) Counsrs ELIGIBLE. The student may choose any nonrequired
courses, subject to S(C) below.
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(C) INsrnucron's CoNprrroNs. By announcement before registration
(and before preregistration, if any is held) an instructor may:(1) Prohibit ungraded credit students in a course, or(2) Limit the proportion of ungraded credit students in a course.
and(D) DrrenrraINATIoN or CnroIr. An ungraded credit student will re-
ceive credit only if the student:
( 1) Completes all required work at a level equivalent to 60 for
a graded student, and(2) Satisfies attendance requirements.
A student who receives credit is not entitled to know his or her grade
equivalent.(E) RereuoN To REcul-enr-v UNcnloeo Counsss. This election is
in addition to courses which regularly give ungraded credit to all stu-
dents, subject to the over-all limit in $(F).(F) MexrrvruM UNGRADED Houns. A student may not count toward
graduation more than 15 hours of ungraded credit.
s208 RESTDENCE
Six semesters of residence are required for graduation. One semester
of residence will be given for each fall or spring semester in which the
student registers for at least 10 semester-hours and passes at least nine'
Fractional residence will be given (a) for passing fewer hours than nine,
and (b) for summer sessions. Residence is not given for a repeated course
if residence was given when the course was previously taken.
s2o9 WITHDRA\ryAL AND READMISSION
5209.1 Wrrrrpn,lwer-. A student who fails to register in a semester, ex-
cluding the summer session, and a student who withdraws from all
courses for which the student is registered in a semester or summer ses-
sion shall be considered as having withdrawn from the School of Law.
Withdrawal from courses is governed by $205.3.
5209.2 ReepvrrssIoN. Readmission of a student who withdraws from
the School of Law before completing two semesters is governed by $202.6.
A student who withdraws from the School of Law after completing at
least two semesters is entitled to readmission without examination of the
studeht's academic record and Law School Admission Test score in
any semester or summer session beginning within two years of the with-
drawal; after two years the student's readmission is governed by $202.6.
$210 ACADEMIC PROBATION AND DISMISSAL
In this section: "semester" does not include the summer session; "up-
perclass student" means one whose overall grade average at the end of
the first two semesters is 70 or more, or who is permitted to begin a fourth
semester under $210.1 (3); "first year student" means one who is not an
upperclass student. For the method of computing grade averages, see
s207.2.
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5210,1 Frnsr Ys,{n SruonNrs:
1. A first year student whose overall grade average at the end of the
first semester is less than 60 is automatically dismissed.
2. A first year student whose overall grade average at the end of the
ûrst two semesters is less than 68 is automatically dismissed.
3. A first year student whose overall grade average at the end of the
first two semesters is 68 or more but less than 70 shall be on probation.
A flrst year student on probation is automatically dismissed unless at the
end of the third semester the overall grade average is 70 or more or un-
less the student obtains a grade average for that semester of 72 or more.
5210.2 Uppr,Rcr-ess SrupeNrs:
1. An upperclass student whose overall grade average is less than 68
is automatically dismissed.
2. An upperclass student whose overall grade average is 68 or more
but less than 70 shall be on probation.
3. An upperclass student who begins a semester on prob,ation and
whose grade average for that semester is less than 70 is automatically
dismissed.
5210.3 TRANSFER SruonNrs:
A student admitted with advance standing upon transfer from another
law school shall be subject to the same scholastic requirements as an
upperclass student.
5210.4 RneolrrssroN:
A student who is dismissed for poor scholarship may petition the fac-
ulty for permission to reenter the school. Such permission may be granted
upon whatever terms and conditions the faculty in its discretion may
determine.
s211 REQUTREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
J.D. candidates must meet these requirements:
S211.1 Resmewcn.-The residence requirements in $208 above. The
last two semêsters of residence must be earned in this school.
S2ll.2 Houns ÀND GRADEs.-Ninety semester-hours credit (i,e., grades
of 60 or higher in graded courses, or "Credit" in nongraded courses)
with an over-all average of 70 or more in graded courses. For maximum
number of ungraded hours which may be counted, see $207.4 (F),
S211.3 Counsss.-(a) Required courses as follows: Constitutional Law I and II, Con-
tracts I and II, Crimes, Criminal Justice Administration or Criminal Jus-
tice Administration and Procedure (replacing Criminal Justice Adminis-
tration beginning Spring 1977), Ethics (or approved substitute), Evi-
dence, Procedure I and II, Property I and II, Research Methods and
Legal Writing I and II and Torts I and II.(b) At least one course involving International and Comparative Law
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or jurisprudence. These courses are designated "ICLJ" in the course
description in 9501.2 below.(c) At least one seminar, other than a planning course, in which a
substantial paper is required.*
S2ll.4 True Llvlr.-All requirements must be met in the School of
Law, or another approved law school, within the six calendar years pre-
ceding the intended graduation. In computing the period, there shall be
excluded any time during which the candidate was in active U.S. mili-
tary service or was a licensed and practicing lawyer in any state of the
United States.
S211.5 Enrrcr or Cner.¡css rN REeuTREMB¡a5.-B¡çept as stated in
5209.2 above, a student must meet the residence, hours, and grade re-
quirements (SS211.1-.2 above) in effect at the time that student enters.
The student will not be affected by later changes in these requirements.
Other requirements may be changed from time to time with such applic-
ability as the faculty determines.
5211.6 We¡vrns.-Waiver of requirements may, for good cause, be
granted by the faculty or, in some instances, the Curriculum Committee.
Requests should be made in writing, with all relevant information and
reasons, to the chairman of the Curriculum Committee.
s212 HONORS
Candidates for the J.D. degree having the highest average grades, not
to exceed 10 percent of the graduating class, may by vote of the faculty
be awarded the degree cum laude, magna. cum laude, ot summa cum
laude. No one shall be eligible for honors who shall have taken else-
where more than one-third of the work ofiered for the degree. The
average grade shall be based on work done in this school only, but to
receive the degree with honors a transfer from another law school must
have at least a B average in law courses at the school previously at-
tended. Normally, the minimum grade averages for honors arei cunx
laude-85; magna çyyn lqui¿-8\; summa cum laude-9\.
* Students who desire to write an extensive paper (normally in their third
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s rrr COMBINED J.D./M.B.A. PROGRAM
$301 NATURE OF THE PROGRAM
The combined J.D./M.B.A. program is offered jointly by the School
of Law and the Graduate Division of the School of Business Administra-
tion. The program is designed for law practice with a strong business
background, and for business careers with a strong legal background.
Through the program, the two degrees may be obtained in four academic
years. Separately, they would require four and a half or five academic
years,
This program has been established so that an individual may integrate
his educational experience with law and business. Since management per-
sonnel and corporate attorneys have their individual considerations and
goals, by taking law and business courses simultaneously, the student may
achieve an understanding of the over-all corporate structure from two dif-
ferent viewpoints,
$302 STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM
General
For the two degrees, the program requires that the student satisfactori-
ly complete the following semester-hours of course work:
Law Busíness Total
Required courses 45 18 63
Electives 39 12 51
Totals * ; *
Cnoss-Cneptr.-Under the structure of the dual program, the School of
Law will award six (6) hours of academic credit toward the J.D. degree
for satisfactory completion of the academic requirements of the M.B,A.
program. Similarly, the School of Business Administration will award
twelve (12) hours of academic credit toward the M.B.A. degree for
satisfactory completion of the academic requirements for the J.D. pro-
gram,
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Sevrpre CunnIcutut"t.-A sample curriculum of study under the J.D.,/




































SevBsrBn #7 and #8 (Far.l lwo SrnrNc)
Either business or law courses-23 hours total
$303 TUITTON AND FEES
Tuition in the School of Law and Graduate School of Business Admin-
istration is on a linear basis. In the event that a disparity occurs between
the tuition rate of the School of Business Administration, the tuition rate
of the School of Law shall apply to courses taken from its respective
curriculum and the tuition rate of the School of Business Administration
shall apply to courses taken frorn its respective curriculum.
s304 OTHER REQUTREMENTS
Except as modifled by $302 above, a student in the program must meet
all the requirements o,f both schools for admissions, performance, grad-
uation, etc. In particular, $$201-202, 204-212 above are the applicable
law requirements,
Admission applications should be addressed to both schools, with the
statement that they are for the cornbined J.D./M.B.A. program. Stu-
dents are not admitted to the program until they have been admitted by
both schools.
--J-Th" 
,tud.nt must enroll in the required courses in the semesters indicated
unless approval to the contrary is given by the academic dea¡r of the school
in which the course is to be taken. Waivers of this requirement may be granted
upon showing good cause, except that exceptions will rarely be granted during
the first three semesters of the program. However, either Business AssociationsI (three hours) or Income Taxation (three hours) may be taken instead of
C-onstitutional Law II (Three hours) in the fall semester of the second year
with approval of the academic dean of the School of Law.
Spu¡srBn #6 (SpnrNc)
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s401 NATURE OF THE PROGRAM
The combined J.D.-M.P.A. Program is offered jointly by the School of
Law and the Graduate Program in Public Administration of the School
of Humanities and Sciences. The program is designed for those persons
who desire career opportunities in the public sector. The two degrees may
be obtained in four years. Separately, they would require four and a half
years.
s402 STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM
















Eighteen ( 18) hours of double credit in the joint courses would allow a
student to fulfill both degree requirements for the J.D. (90 hours) and the
M.P.A. (36 hours) within one semester less than if the two degrees were
pursued separately, therefore, providing real time-saving incentive to the
best students.
Twelve (12) hours of the law electives may be given credit towards
the M.P.A. These courses would be chosen from:
Hours Hours
Local Government Law 3 Administrative Law (required) 3(required) Land Use 3
Judicial Administration 2 Administrative Agency Practice 2
Iuvenile Delinquency 2 Taxation and Fiscal Policy 2
Six (6) hours of specified and agreed-upon public administration
courses will be given credit by the School of Law that may be chosen
from:
PLSC 6332: The Regulatory Process
5389: Fiscal Administration
6315: Public Personnel Administration
5379: American Intergovernmental Relations
5384: Urban Planning Administration
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$403 TUrrroN AND FEES
When a disparity occurs between the tuition rate of the Graduate Pro-
gram in Public Administration of the School of Humanities and Sciences
and that of the School of Law, the tuition rate of the School of Law shall
apply to courses taken from its respective curriculum and the tuition
rate of the Graduate Program in Public Administration of the School of
Humanities and Sciences shall apply to courses taken from its respective
curriculum.
s4o4 orHER REQUTREMENTS
Except as modified by $a02 above, a student in the program must meet
all the requirements of both schools for admission, performance, grad-
uation, etc. In particular, 55201-202, 204-212 above are the applicable
law requirements.
Admission applications should be addressed to both schools, with the
statement that they are for the combined J.D.-M.P.A. Program. Students
are not admitted to the program until they have been admitted by both
schools.
s405 REGTSTRATTON
All registration of students in the J.D.-M.P.A. Degree Program will be
completed through the School of Law. The School of Law will be consid-
ered the administrative home base. Students participating in the program
will meet with the Director of the Graduate Program in Public Adminis-
tration prior to registration for each semester of joint status. The director
will review and approve the student's proposed course of study for the
coming semester insofar as the study list includes public administration
courses primarily.
Students in the joint program will register for all courses, both law and
public administration, in accordance with the posted registration schedule
for the School of Law and will follow the regular registration procedures
of the School of Law.
s406 TRANSFER INTO THE PROGRAM
A student in good standing enrolled in the School of Law may transfer
into the program at any time prior to the end of his second year of Law
Schooi. To be accepted into the program the student must:
1) Submit an application for admission into the program to the
Curriculum Committee of the School of Law and be accepted
by that Committee as a joint student.
2) Meet all requirements for admission as established by the School
of Humanities and Sciences, Graduate Program in Public Admin-
istration.
A student in the M.P.A. Program with at least 12 hours remaining be-
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SV THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN LA\Ø
S5O1 OBJECTIVES OF GRADUATE LEGAL STUDIES
The Graduate School of American and Foreign Law, in offering pro-
grams of advanced study beyond the flrst degree in law, is designed to
broaden the student's understanding of the Anglo-American legal system
and its place in the world and to offer opportunity for study to those
interested in international and foreign legal problems. To achieve its ob-jectives, the school offers opportunities for study and research in the
following areas:
1. Advanced study in Anglo-American law.
2. An intensive course of study in international and foreign legal
problems for United States lawyers.
3. one-year courses of specialized legal training in international law,
comparative law, and basic principles of Anglo-American law, for
lawyers from foreign countries.
The programs of the Graduate School of American and Foreign Law
offer to lawyers an opportunity for more productive careers in the private
practice of law, in teaching, and in public service. The programs âre de-
signed 
.to meet varying needs of the legal community ..rõh u, ( 1) to
afford intensive training on the graduate level in the fields of law'*'tri"tt
have become highly specialized in modern practice; (2) to increase the
student's understanding of the philosophy and history of law and of the
administration of justice; (3) to broaden the student's background
through a study of comparative and international law; (4) to encãurage
research and creative writing in the law and related fields; and (5) to
offer specialized instruction to practicing lawyers as a part of thè ptan
for continuing education of the bar.
Graduate study is open to lawyers who are graduates of approved law
schools. classes are scheduled not only during the day, but also during
the evening for it is an objective of the graduate school to foster graduate
study for the practicing lawyer.
To meet its objectives the Graduate school of American and Foreign
Law ofters the following types of advanced legal programs: programs
leading to the degrees of master of laws, master of comparative-law, and
doctor of the science of law,
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s502 DEGREES OFFERED
5502.1 Mesrr,n on L¡,ws (LL.M.).-This program offers lawyers
previously trained in Anglo-Ameriçan law an opportunity to broaden their
background in law in certain specialized areas of the law by enrolling in
advanced courses and seminars and engaging in specialized research. Stu-
dents selecting comparative and international law as their specialization
will have available an additional period of graduate study in Latin Ameri-
ca upon successful completion of the one year program leading to,the
LL.M. degree and upon demonstration of an exceptional capacity for
advanced study in the civil law. Eligibility for participation in the program
in Latin America requires proflciency in the Spanish language.
5502.2 Mesren oF CoMplRÀTrvB Ltw (M.C.L.).-This program is
designed to offer to foreign lawyers, trained in the civil-law system, an
opportunity to acquire knowledge of the legal system and political and
legal institutions of the United States as well as of international legal
problems. Lawyers, previously trained in Anglo-American law are not
eligible for this program or for this degree.
5502.3 Docron oF rHE ScrBNcE, oF LAw (S.J.D.).- The doctoral pro-gram provides outstanding students, primarily those in the acadernic
fleld or interested in entering the academii field, an opportunity for
advanced study and extended research in specialized areas of the law.
s503 HISTORY AND SCOPE
5503.1 GeNBnar. GnepuerB Sruores.-The School of Law inaugurated
the.program of general graduate legal studies in 1950. This program is
designed to meet the need for continuing development in the law-caused
by the changes and stresses of the modern era. Initially, the offerings
were limited, with specialized curricula in areas of interest to South-
we¡tern lawyers, such as oil and gas, taxation, and corporate problems.
Additions to the program were gradually made. In 1963, a program
leading to the doctoral degree in law (S.J.D.) was added to thê master
of laws (LL.M.) program,
5503.2 TirB Lew INsrrrure oF rHE AløBnrc¡.s.-Established as a
graduate division of the School of Law in 1952, the Law Institute of the
Americas was a pragmatic experiment in international legal education.It was designed to improve understanding among the peoples of the
Americas through study of the law, institutions, and governments of the
American nations and to train lawyers to handle western hemisphere
legal problems. The organizers recognized that lawyers generalli are
among the leading arbiters of policies, both national and international,
and believed that inter-cultural exchange would increase the sense of total
hemispheric responsibility among future decision-makers. The program
of the Law Institute of the Americas was designed to. teach õivii-law
lawyers of Latin America the fundamental approaches, thought pat-
terns,. theories, and terminology of Anglo-American common law. At-the
same time, the Law Institute undertook to teach common-law lawyers
of Canada and the United States the fundamental approaches, thoúght
fa-
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patterns, theories, and terminology of Latin American civil-law. Both
groups were combined in comparative courses of constitutional and com-
mercial law and in courses dealing with the international law of the
Americas, known as inter-American regional law.
5503.3 THs AcenE,Àay on AltBnrc¡N Lew.-The success of the Law
Insitute of the Americas led to the establishment of the Academy of
American Law to provide a comprehensive program of study in the
theory and practice of American political and legal institutions and the
American legal system to lawyers from outside the Western Hemisphere
who have not received training in Anglo-American law. The students are
introduced to the basic processes and instructions of American law. Stress
also has been placed on the evolution of constitutional principles es-
sential to the development of human freedom and upon international
law and the establishment of an orderly framework for international
relations.
Lawyer-students in this program have come from the Far and Middle
East and from Europe. Like the Latin Americans, they have benefitted
from increased knowledge and from living in the United States and
learning of its multifaceted society. Students from Canada, the United
States, and Latin America have learned to appreciate the scholarship and
ability of lawyers from outside the hemisphere. A beneficial side-effect
has been the introduction of non-American students, most for the first
time, to Latin Americans and to Latin American legal institutions.
Tsn INsrrrurr op ABnosp¡.cr Lew was founded in March 1967. It
is designed to offer a threefold training in the developing fields of air
law, transport law, and the law governing outer space activities, and to
meet the need of government, industry, and international organizations
for lawyers so trained. Participants engage in a program which includes
courses and lectures, special research assignments, and a working rela-
tionship with the Journal of Air Law and Cornrnerce, a legal quarterly
of world-wide circulation published at the School of Law.
S5O4 DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
5504.1 M¡sren or Lews (LL.M.).-To receive the degree of master
of laws the student must meet the rollowing requirements:
( I ) Residence in the School of Law for not less than two semestersif a full-time student, and not less than four semesters if a part-time
student.(2) Completion of 24 semester-hours in courses, seminars or research
and writing. The research and writing may be equivalent to ten, eight,
or four semester-hours leading to an approved dissertation. Courses with
a grade below 70 will be excluded. "fhe student must have an average
grade of 80 on all courses taken. The requisite grade-point average of
80 must be obtained in the first 24 hours of courses or thesis undertaken,
subject to such meritorious exceptions as the Graduate Committee sees
flt to make.(3) Completion of at least four semester-hours in the field of the
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general theory of law. These courses are counted toward the 24-hour
requirement.
With prior approval, the student may take not more than four hours
of the required work in graduate programs of the School of Humanities
and Sciences, in Perkins School of Theology or in the School of Business
Administration. In particular, a student will benefit from courses in eco-
nomics and theology in which there is considerable jurisprudential con-
tent. Law School credit will be given on completion of all of the work
to the instructor's satisfaction, but the grades will not be used in com-
puting a student's law-school average.(4) Preparation of a dissertation by those students wanting partial
research and writing credit. This dissertation must be written under the
direction of a professor and must be approved by both the professor and
the Committee on Graduate Legal Studies. After approval by the pro-
fessor under whose direction the dissertation is written, it must reach the
committee in quadruplicate at least 60 days before the date on which the
candidate seeks to receive his or her degree. It is recommended that the
dissertation be in a form suitable for publication. The dissertation must
comply with the instructions published by the committee; instructions
are available from the committee.(5) All requirements must be completed within three years from the
date of initial- registration as a graduate student, unless the candidate is
continuously enrolled as a part-time student, in which case all require-
ments must be completed within five years.
504.2 M¡.srnn on Covtp,lRATIvE Llw (M.C.L.).-The requirements
for this degree include the completion of 24 hours of credit from the
courses or seminars selected after consultation with the Committee on
Graduate Legal Studies. The degree is awarded to those students who
complete the course work with an average grade of 70. No credit will
be given for courses or seminars with a grade below 60.
5504.3 Docron oF rHE ScInNce on Llw (S.J.D.).-Persons who have
completed the requirements for the master of laws degree or the master
of comparative law degree with distinction, or who have engaged in law
teaching or the practice of law for five years and demonstrated legal
scholarship by writings of high merit, may be admitted to candidacy for
the S.J.D. degree. A candidate for the doctoral degree ordinarily will be
in residence for one year and enroll in at least four semester-hours of
courses (two hours in legal philosophy and two hours in comparative
legal theory or international law). These requirements may be waived
by the Committee on Graduate Legal Studies when the candidate has
completed work at the master's level in this institution. The candidate
must, within five years after completion of the residence requirement for
the S.J.D. degree, satisfactorily complete a thesis in publishable form and
pass an oral examination on the thesis topic and related subjects.
s505 ADMTSSTON
s505.1 STUDENTS WHO ARE CANDTDATES FOR DEGREES
The S.J.D. degree and the LL.M. degree require extensive previous
taF
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training in the common-law system. Applicants for admission to can-
didacy for these degrees must have obtained an undergraduate law de-
gree, normally from an approved school of Anglo-American law The
applicant must have an undergraduate law-school record displaying schol-
arly aptitude or must demonstrate ability to engage in graduate legal
studies,
The foreign applicant for the M.C.L. degree must be a graduate of a
foreign law school of standing comparable to those approved þy theSection of Legal Education of the American Bar Association. The âppli-
canfs undergraduate law record must demonstrate scholarly aptitudJand
proficiency in the English language.
s505.2 STUDENTS U/HO ARE NOT CANDTDATES FOR DEGREES
A limited number of members of the bar who do not seek advanced
degrees may be admitted to advanced seminar courses. Auditors are notpermitted, as all students must participate in the work of the course,prepare assignments, and take examinations.
s505.3 APPLTCATTON FOR ADMTSSION
Application for admission by United States applicants should be madeto: Secretary of Admissions, School of Law, Southern Methodist Uni-
versity, Dallas, Tex. 75275. Application forms will be mailed upon re-
quest. An applicant must include with the application a letter sta[ing the
purpose for which the student wishes to do graduate work. Compìeted
applications should be received by Aug. lst.
Application for admission by foreign students may be made to the
Institute of International Education through the Committee for Study and
Training in the United States in the candidate's country, if the institute
has a connection with the country, in September or October of the year
preceding that of intended enrollment. The address of the committee can
be obtained from the Cultural Affairs Officer at the United States Em-
bassy or from the nearest U.S. consular office. Application may also be
made directly to: Secretary of Admissions, School of Law, Southern
Methodist University, Dallas, Tex.75275, U.S.A. Application forms will
be sent upon request. Applications shall include the age of applicant; a
short currículum vítae; statement of proficiency in English; a certified
transcript of grades received in law school, in English; letters of recom-
mendation from the dean of the law school and from a law professor;
and a recent head-and-shoulders photograph of the applicant. Applica-
tions for each term beginning in September may be filed at any-time
before June lst.
All foreign students are required to carry the SMU-approved student
health insurance policy. Cost of the policy is $50 per year and appropriate
forms and applications may be obtained from the insurance omõe ôf tne
Memorial Health Center,
s506 FELLO\rySHrPS
Fellowships providing tuition are available each year to a very limited
number of highly qualified students from abroad.
$408 Areas of Concentration 6r
Attention of foreign applicants is directed to the fact that the Graduate
School of American and Foreign Law has no funds to grant for travel
expenses, either to or from the United States or within the United States,
nor does it have any administrative influence through which govemment
or private agencies can be persuaded to assist in travel.
s5o7 TUrrroN AND FEES
For tuition and fees, see $104 and Catalogue Supplement.
$508 SPECIALTZED AREAS OF CONCENTRATTON
In order to meet the needs of the legal profession, particularly in the
geographical area of Southern Methodist University, The Graduate
School of American and Foreign Law has sought to create courses and
seminars in various areas of concentration. Advanced graduate study in
these specialized fields should impart additional skill and knowledge to
today's lawyer to augment the lawyer's professional competence and aid
the advancement of his or her career. Thus, the student, upon beginning
graduate study, normally will select a program from the following areas
and courses. Any dissertation which the student prepares should be di-
rected toward the area of specialization. Each graduate student will
select a program after careful consultation with the chairman of the
Committee on Graduate Legal Studies so that the program can be ar-
ranged to meet the student's individual needs.
It should be noted that some of the courses and seminars set out be-
low are not offered each year. A special schedule of courses is published
before the beginning of each semester. The student should consult these
schedules for actual offerings of each semester.
ADMINISTRATIVE AND PUBLIC LAW















Group Actions and Remedies 
--------2
Labor Law I and II*
Legislation ,.
Local Government Law

























,,--3 Iægal Problems of Outer
)
?.
--TTabo-r Law I or equivalent prerequisiúe for Labor Law II.
Common Ma¡ket I-aw 
--------------------2
Comparative Labor Law 
----------------2
Comparative Law I and II 
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COMPARATIVE AND INTERNATIONAL LAW






Outer Space Activities 
-----,----------2
Problems of
Doing Business Abroad 
- ---* ---3
COMPARATIVE AND INTERNATIONAL LAW
(For Foreign Students Previously Trained in Civil Law System)
Common Market Law International Organizations Law 
----3
Comparative Labor Law 
----------------2 Land Use
Comparative Private Law in Society I I
fnternational Law , Law in Society II
Inter-American Regional Law 
------2 Problems of
International Law Doing Business Abroad 
------------3
Other courses and seminars may be selected after consultation with Chairman
of the Graduate Committee.
CORPORATION AND COMMERCIAL LAW
Air Law I and II s fnsurance ,













Real Estate Development Law 
------2


















Advanced Criminal Law 
----------------2 Law and Psychiatry
Constitutional Criminal Procedure 3 Mental Conditions and
History of the Criminal Process 
----2 Criminal
Iuvenile Delinquency ) Texas Criminal Practice 
------2
JURISPRUDENCE AND LEGAL HISTORY
Analytical Jurisprudence 
----------------2










Ethics and Law Seminar












- - - - ----2
Equitable Remedies 
__________-__,,-.-_,-__,3Comparative l¿bor Law -- -------- 2




































Administrative Agency Practice 
----2










Tax Procedure and Litigation 
--------2
Texas Criminal Trial Practicn 
--------2
Texas Pre-Trial Procedure 







PROPERTY AND NATURAL RESOURCES LAW
Advanced Environmental Land Use
Law Seminar .---2 Oil and Gas





Labor Problems Seminar 
----------------2
Land Litigation Seminar 
----------------2
Law and Psychiatry 
----,---------------2
Trial Tactics






Real Estate Development Law 
----2
Real Estate Planning
Texas Matrimonial Property 
--------3





State and Local Taxation 
-----------,--2
Tax Procedure and Litigation 
--------2






, Trusts & Gifts 2t
Comparative Law I
Environmental Law
Estate Planning and Practice 
-,--,,--2
Future fnterests Seminar 
-----,----------2
Government Regulation of
Advance Corporate Tax 
-, -----, ---,--2




Corporate Taxation . .-----..-------,-------3
Estate Planning and Practice 
----,-,,--2
Federal Income Tax Problems
of Exempt Organizations 
---- - --2







Oil and Gas 2 Water Law
Land Litigation Seminar 
-2
TAXATION AND ESTATE PLANNING
2.
Trusts and Trust Administration 
--3
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TRADE REGULATION
Air Law II , Patent Law ,
Antitrust Law ? Products Liability and Regulation 2















s60t DESCRTPTTON OF COURSES
The unit of credit is the semester-hour, which represents one class-hour
per week for a semester. The number of semester-hours of credit givenfor the satisfactory completion of each course is stated. NotationJ fol-
lowing the course descriptions have these meanings: .ICZ"I-meets re-
quirement for a course in international and comparative law or juris-
prudence; Paper normally requíred-indicates course which, with the
instructor's approval, meets the requirement for a seminar with a sub-
stantial paper. This is a complete listing of courses ofiered by the School
of Law. Some courses are ofiered less often than annually.
s601.1 J.D. PROGRAM
REQUIRED COURSES
CoNsrlrurroNer- L¡,w I eNp II.
Six hours. A study of the constitutional powers and limitations of
federal, state, and local governments in the light of the Constitution of
the United States. Emphasis is placed upon the principle of judicial re-
view; the federal commerce power and its limitation upon state eco-
nomic regulation; the fiscal and proprietary powers of the- Federal Gov-
ernment, its war, trealy, and other powers; inter-governmental relations;
rights, privileges, and immunities under the Constitution, particularly the
meaning and application of due process of law, freedom of expression and
religion, and the equal protection of the laws.
Thìs is a prerequìsíte for: Environmental Law and American Constitu-
tions.
CoNrucrs I ¡,Np IL
six hours. History and development of the common law of contract;principles controlling the formation, performance, and termination of
contracts, including the basic doctrines of offer and acceptance, con-
sideration, conditions, material breach, damages, contracts for the bene-flt of third persons, assignments, and the Siatute of Frauds; statutory
variances from the common law with particular attention to uniform
Commercial Code sections.
Cnn"rss.
Two hours. Origins and sources of the criminal law; the elements of
crime and the various specific crimes, including the homicide and theft
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offenses; conditions of exculpation, including principles of justification
and insanity.
Cmvt¡¡¡.r. Jusrlcn AotvtrN¡srneuoN AND PnocBpune.
Four hours. A survey of how the criminal justice system is administered
at each stage of a case from arrest through punishment. Emphasis on ac-
tual operations and possible improvements. In addition, a survey of the
major problem areas in consitutional criminal procedure will be included
and the relationship between the administration of the system and consti-
tutional requirements of the law will be reviewed.
Erslcs.
One hour. An analysis of the rules governing the professional conduct
of lawyers in all their functions; application of the 1969-1971 Code of
Professional Responsibility and 1,972 Code of Judicial Conduct. Future
of the Legal Profession or Ethics and Law may be substituted for this
Ev¡nBNcE,.
Three hours. Principles governing the admission and exclusion of evi-
dence in the litigation process, with some attention to the particular evi-
dentiary rules followed in the Texas courts; including functions of judge
and jury, examination and competency of witnesses, demonòtrative evi-
dence, the hearsay rule and its exceptions, burden of proof and presump-
tions, privileges, and judicial notice.
Pnocsoune I.
Four hours. Civil procedure, primarily on the trial level; forms of ac-
tion; single form of action; distinction between law and equity; merger
of law and equity; modern civil action of today under modifled common
law and equity, under the codes and under the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, including jurisdiction of courts, venue, process, pleading, pre-
trial practice, right to a jury trial, withdrawing cases from a jury, motions
after verdict, judgments, and their enforcement.
Pnocsnuns II.
Two hours. Legislative and administrative process. An introduction to
legislative process and to the basic issues of administrative interpretation
of legislative policy.
PnopBnrv I et.rp II.
Six hours. Selected topics in personal property law; possessory and
non-possessory estates in fee, for life and for term, and their respective
incidents; concurrent ownership; future interests; landlord and tenant;
land contracts, conveyancing and recordation; covenants running with
land; easements; licenses; water rights,
REsEencH MsrHoos lNo LBc¡.r WnrrtNc I ¡,No II.
Two hours. Lectures and problems. Kinds of legal information and
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and other materials. Access to and interconnections of the information
network. Interpretation of facts and development of legal issues. Study
of legal styles and draftsmanship. Drafting of memoranda, opinions, and
other documents on assigned points of law.
Tonrs I ¡un IL
Five hours. Civil liability arising from breach pf duties imposed by law
as distinguished from duties created by contract, including, for example,
negligence, products liability and defamation. The methods and processes
of the American legal system are discussed, with attention paid to legisla-
tion, administrative remedies and insurance as well as to the common law.
s601.2 ELECTTVE COURSES
Aourursrn¡.rrvB AceNcy Pnecrrcn,
Two hours. Problems encountered by the practitioner in presenting a
case before an administrative agency, with special attention to:
( 1) review of FTC Dolcin proceeding as an example of overall agency
process;
(2) clinical exercise in processing of applications with the FCC;(3) clinical exercises in discovery, and in putting on evidence and cross-
examining witnesses before administrative law judge;(4) exercise in agency rules of practice and procedure;(5) study of FCC and other agency decision-making by reference to
their decisions;(6) exercise in drafting petition for review of agency action in U.S.
Court of Appeals or appropriate review pleadings in State court, and
brief in support of pleading;(7) discussion of selected cases and problems of current interest, includ-
ing most recent proposal for amendment of APA and comparison
with Model State APA.
AorvrlNrstn¡,rrvp LÄw.
Three hours. The nature of the administrative process-formal and
informal; separation of powers and the legislative delegation of rulemak-
ing and adjudicatory discretion; the Administrative Procedure Act and
the Model State Administrative Procedure Act; the power to investigate
and the right to be represented by counsel; necessity for notice and hear-
ing; status of the hearing examiner, the separation of prosecutory and
adjudicatory functions, applicability of the rules of evidence, process of
decision making by the agency; the right to, methods, timing, and scope
of, judicial review of administrative action; clinical exercises on APA
and Federal Register Act.
Aprvrrn¡,rry.
Three hours. Admiralty jurisdiction; maritime liens; Harter Act and
Carriage of Goods by Sea Act; salvage; general average; collision;
charter parties; personal injury and death; marine insurance; limitation
of liability. (ICLJ)
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Aov¡NcBp BaNrnuprcy SevrrNan.
Two hours. In depth study of the reorganization and arrangement pro-
visions of the Bankruptcy Act and procedure thereunder. History, juris-
diction, process, role of SEC, Trustees, receivers and debtors in posses-
sion, tax and securities problems, secured creditors, claim classification,
subordination, executory contracts, creditors committees, absolute priority
rule, plans, acceptance and confirmation.
Prerequísíte: Bankruptcy or Creditors' Rights.
Apv¡¡¡crp CoRpon¡rr, -fexlrro¡.r.
Two hours. Related corporations; affiliated corporations; loss carry-
overs; subchapter S corporations; and the section 1244 election.
Aov¿,Ncsp CnrurNar. L¡.w
Two hours. A special seminar for selected students who complete
advanced Criminal Law I and who have been part of the summer pro-
gram in criminal justice administration. In the fall a major paper dealing
with a selected topic in criminal justice administration is required. The
course will meet once a week to discuss selected criminal law problems.
Aov¡,¡.rcBo E¡qvrnoNrr¡eNTÄL LAw SBUIN¡n.
Two hours. Selected legal problems relating to pollution, environmental
quality and land use, with emphasis on current issues and student inter-
ests. Each student will prepare a major paper for class discussion.
Prerequísite: any one of the following: Environmental Law, Land Use
or Water Law.
An Lew L
Three hours. A course focusing mainly on the tort liability of air car-
riers, air traffic control agencies, airports, and manufacturers, and on the
special application of contract and property doctrines in the field of
aviation.
Aln Lew II.
Two hours. Continuation of Air Law L In addition, international
aspects of air law and governmental regulations of air transport enter-
prises are treated in detail.
ANetylrclr, JunrspnupeNcB.*
Two hours. A study of the sources of law, its techniques, and its
phases of application with particular reference to the Anglo-American
sy-stem of private law; and an analysis of such concepts as legal person-
ality, the right-duty relationship, possession and ownership, sucòession,
and the role of legal procedure. (ICLJ; paper normally required)
ANrrrnusr Lnw.
Three hours. A study of restraints of trade, monopolizations, price
discriminations and other devices interferring with competitive business
structures in terms primarily of the controls imposed by the Sherman,
* Infrequently offered.
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Clayton, Robinson-Patman, and Federal Trade Commission Acts, with
attention to criminal, injunctive (including cease and desist orders) and
private damage claims methods of implementation.
ANrrrnusr SeMrNen.*
Consideration of selected antitrust law topics in greater depth than
possible in the course, Antitrust Law. (Paper normally required,)
Prerequísite : Antitrust Law.
Appsrl-ere Pn¡,crrcn.
Two hours. Consideration of the process of appeal and review in fed-
eral criminal and civil cases. (Paper normally required.)
Busrr.rpss Assocr¡,rroNs I eNo II.
Six hours (three in fall, three in spring; courses are independent, but
Business Associations I is a prerequiiste for Business Association II).
Partnerships: formation, control, liabilities, property, dissolution and dis-
position of business; aggregate and entity concepts; internal and external
relations of partners; limited partnerships. Corporatíons: formation; con-
trol, duties, liabilities, and rights of directors and shareholders, financing,
capitalization, distributions, and organic changes; publicly- and closely-
held corporations; securities and blue-sky laws. Throughout, income tax
aspects are explored, and planning and problem-solving are emphasized.
Special attention is given to the Texas and Delaware Corporation Acts as
representatives of modern statutory trends.
Thís ís a prerequisite for: Corporate Planning, Corporate Reorganiza-
tions and Professional Corporations.
Crvrl Rrcnrs SevrrN¡ns.
Two hours. Study of a selected problem. May be repeated for credit.
Corrpcrrvr, BencerNrNc AND ARBITRATIoN SEMINAR.
Two hours. Problems relating to the theory and practice of collective
bargaining and labor arbitration.
Prerequísite: Labor Law I. (Paper normally required)
CoururoN M¡,mer Lew.
Two hours. After introductory examination of the historical, economic
and institutional bases of the European Communities (namely the EEC),
intensive analyses are made of a series of selective topics, among which
are: constitutional underpinning of the EEC and nature of Community
law; EEC laws concerning free movement of goods, persons and labor;
the right of establishment and free supply of services; harmonization of
European company laws; EEC anti-trust laws; international personality
and external relations of EEC; movement toward Economic and Mone-
tary Union; and the assimilation of the protection of individual rights
under EEC law. Whenever possible, critical and comparative reference
will be made to Latin and Central American endeavors toward economic
integration. (ICLJ)
* Infrequently offered.
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Coup¡n¡.rrvs L,c,non Lew.
Two hours. A cornparative study of major labor relations systems in
western industrial societies. Using the system of the United States as a
frame of reference, the course will examine corresponding institutions in
other countries, particularly in Sweden, West Germany, The Netherlands,
Australia, Canada, and the United Kingdom. The institutions to be studied
will include, among others, collective bargaining, compulsory arbitration,
industrial tribunals, and employee participation programs such as work
councils and codetermination. A research paper will be required.
Prerequisíte: Labor Law I or co,nsent of instructor.
Coupen¡,rrvB L¡w I.
Three hours. The course will emphasize France and Germany. Sub-
jects to be considered will include at least the methods and purposes of
comparative law; the historical development of the "common" and "civil"
law traditio¡rs; comparative administrative, tort and contract law; the
study of law and the roles of lawyers and judges in other legal systems.
Closed to students from civil-law jurisdictions, except with special permis-
sion of the instructor. No knowledge of fo,reign languages is required.(ICLJ) The basic courses in the international area are International Law
and Comparative Law I, in the sense that those interested in going fur-
ther in these areas, as well as those that are uncertain about these areas,
should start by taking these two courses in the Fall of the second year.
Corvrp¡n¡,rw¡ Lew II.
Two hours. Detailed examination of selected aspects of the law of cer-
tain foreign countries. Consideration will often be given, in selection of
topics for study, to student interests, within the limits imposed by the
teacher's competence and the availability of suitable materials. As exam-
ples of coverage, tho subject matter may be communist legal systems one
yéar, and Latin American legal systems the next. No knowledge of for-
eign languages is required. Paper; abbreviated exam. (ICLJ)
Since the subject matter varies from year to year, students may usually
repeat the course for credit.
Prerequísite: At least one semester of commonJaw studies; additional
prerequisites may be required, depending on subject matter. Foreign stu-
dents are welcome, except that students from the jurisdictions under study
are normally excluded.
Coupen¡,rryn PRrvÄTE INr¡nN¡,r¡oNAL LAw,
Two hours. A comparative analysis of the international conflicts rules
in the United States, Europe, Latin America, the Orient, and other for-
eign regions. Topics covered include jurisdiction, enforcement of foreignjudgments, and choice of law rules for contracts, torts, property, etc.
Special emphasis is given major new treaties signed by world's leading
trade nations, particularly those which the United States has ratified or
is considering ratifying. These include conventions on service of judicial
documents abroad, taking evidence abroad, recognition of foreign arbi-
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tration awards, recognition of foreign divorces, and the choice of law in
products liability cases. (ICLJ)
Covrprpx Fnppner, Lrtrc¡,rroN SsÀ4rNÄ.n.
Two hours. Civil procedure, primarily on the pre-trial and trial levels,
with special emphasis placed on complex practice areas; e.g., multi-
district litigation, securities litigations, shareholder derivative suits, anti-
trust and unfair competition cases, civil rights cases, etc. Jurisdiction and
venue, complaints, motions, answers, discovery, pre-trial rulings, federal
injunctive relief, motions for directed verdict, charges and objection
thereto, judgments, findings of fact and conclusions of law.
Prerequisíte: Federal Courts. (Prerequisite may be met by taking
Federal Courts simultaneously with Complex Federal Litigation Seminar.)
CoNrurcr on L¡,ws.
Three hours. The law relating to transactions having elements in more
than one state; domicile; bases of jurisdiction of courts and of states; the
rules developed and applied with respect to property, contracts, torts,
and family law. This is a prerequisite for Comparative Private Inter-
national Law.
CoNsnrurrox¡.r. Cnrvr¡¡eI, PnocspunB.
Threo hours. Study of selected problems including arrest, search and
seizure, electronic surveillance, custodial due process, right to counsel,
entrapment, discovery, and multiple prosecution.
CoNrrMponany Tex Pnonrelvfs.
Two hours. Selected experts from the tax bar and the government
will lead discussions of difficult matters with which they currently are
involved. The matters discussed will be coordinated to minimize over-
laps and to cover numerous unrelated matters of first impression in the
field of federal taxation. Paper in lieu of an exam.
Prerequisites.' six hours of tax courses including Income Taxation,
Corporate Taxation, and any other tax course.
Conponern P¡-eNNrNc.
Three hours. Planning and problem course in corporate, tax, securities,
accounting, and related fields. Students will draft instruments and sup-
porting memoranda in solution of a variety of questions in corporate or-
ganization, financing, operation, acquisition, and reorganization-a typi-
cal sequence of company growth and development, Student solutions will
be presented for class critique and for comparison with actual solutions
to similar problems.
Prerequísíte: Business Associations I and II and Income Taxation.
ConponerE, Rponoeulz¡,uoNs.
Two hours. Special attention will be given to the tax aspects of ac-
quisitions, including mergers and purchases of assets or stock, both tax-
able and tax-free. Corporate and securities laws, accounting, financing,
and business aspects will be given some attention. Students will draft
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instruments and will prepare memoranda in solving various problems relat-
ing to corporate acquisitions.
Prerequísites: Business Associations I and II, fncome Taxation, and
Corporate Taxation.
Conpon¡,tp TexerroN.
Three hours. The formation of corporations; distributions and redemp.
tions; earnings and profits; partial liquidations and complete liquidations;
collapsible corporations; payment or assumption of liabilities; liquidation-
reincorporation; accumulated earnings tax; and personal holding corntr)a-
nies.
This course is a prerequisite for both Advanced Corporate Taxation and
Corporate Reorganizations. Either Corporate Taxation or Partnership
Taxation will serve as a prerequisite for Real Estate Planning.
Prere quisite : fncome Taxation.
Cnenltons' RIcnrs.
Three hours. The debtor-creditor relationship; consumer credit; en-
forcement of judgments; attachment, garnishment, sequestration and re-
ceivership; statutes of limitation; fraudulent conveyanoes; assignments for
benefit of creditors and compositions; and bankruptcy as affecting unse-
cured creditors.
Davrecps.
Two hours. Standards, rules, and devices applicable generally to the
trial of all kinds of damage claims, including the standards of value, cer-
tainty, avoidable consequences and the concepts of interest, expenses of
litigation and exemplary damages; special problems of measurèment in
Tort and Contract cases, with emphasis upon subjects of damage litiga-
tion most frequently encountered in practice.
DnBcrBo Rnssencn.
Maximum of three hours. Research upon legal problems in any field
of law may be carried on with the consent of the instructor involved. A
comprehensive, analytical, and critical paper must be prepared to the
instructor's satisfaction. Open to students who have completed over one-
third of hours required for graduation. Before registration for Directed
Research, the student must obtain, on a form supplied by the records
secretary, written approval of the instructor for the research project.
Drnecreo Sruorss.
Maximum of two hours. Readings, research or work on litigation un-
dertaken individually or in small groups under the supervision of a fac-
ulty member and with his consent. The preparation of a comprehensive,
analytical and critical paper is not required but performace must be to
the instructor's satisfaction, these hours not credited toward directed re-
search. Before registering for Directed Studies, the student must obtain, on
a form supplied by the records secretary, written approval of the instruc-
tor.
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EcoNovrrc DBvpropvsNr Lew I eNo II.
Four hours. Taught two hours in the fall and two hours in the spring.
The first semester is not a prerequisite for the second. The flrst semester
focuses on the international aspects of development, e.g. foreign trade,
aid and investment, and the international monetary system. Second semes-
ter examines what different less developed nations have done to help
themselves. This includes economic integration units (e.g. Andean Com-
mon Market), capital markets development laws, tax systems, housing
problems, Communist systems, population control and environmental pro-
tection. (ICLJ; paper or exam, optional with student).
ENvtnoNrreNrnl L¡w.
Three hours. Interrelationships of torts, constitutional and administra-
tive law, legislation, economics and other flelds in current federal environ-
mental law. Much of the course will be devoted to the Federal Water Pol-
lution Control Act, the Clean Air Act and the National Environmental
Policy Act, except that consideration of water-pollution law will be mini-
mized when Water Law is offered during the same year. Either exam only,
or paper and abbreviated exam, at student's option.
Equrrenre RnuBorps.
Three hours. The conditions under which courts may grânt appropriate
equitable relief instead of, or in addition to, the usual law remedy of right,
damages.
Esrare Pr,eNr.¡Ir.rc aNo PntctIce.
Two hours. Problems involved in the planning of estates with em-
phasis on tax savings and simplified administration; the drafting of trusts
and wills to achieve sound programs of estate management; consideration
of problems incident to the use of family partnerships, family corpora-
tions, other intra-family arrangements; special planning situations; and,
post-mortem estate planning.
Prerequisite: Income Taxation, Wills and Trusts, Taxation of Estates,
Trusts and Gifts.
Ersrcs ¡Np L¡,w SnurN¡,n.
Two hours. (Alternative to Ethics Lectures.) A seminar on ethical
problems of interest to lawyers and ministers in the performance of the
duties of their respective professions. As an illustration, topic for 1972-73
was "Life and Death." Such problems as genetic control, abortion,
euthanasia, selective life saving, capital punishment, and revolutionary
violence were considered. Enrollment by permission of the instructors.(In conjunction with Perkins School of Theology.) (ICLJ; Paper norm-
ally required.)
Fervrny Lew.
Three hours. The legal problems of the family including marriage, an-
nulment, divorce, legitimacy, custody, support of family members, adop-
tion, and related matters.
Fr'?.'"1
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Fepener Counrs.
Three hours. Congressional control of the distribution of judicial power
among federal and state courts; review of state court decisions by the
Supreme Court, the law applied in civil actions in the district courts, the
federal question and diversity jurisdiction of the district courts, and gen-
eral problems of district court jurisdiction.
FBoeneL Ixcorre Tex PnosrBN{s oF ExEMpr Onc¡urzA:rto¡¡s.
Two hours. Analysis of selected problems under Subchapter F of the
Internal Revenue Code. Emphasis will be placed upon criteria for tax
exemption, distinction between private foundations and public charities,
limitations on donor-foundation dealings, foundation distributions of as-
sets, permissible foundation activities, limitations upon competition of
exempt organizations with 
.non-exempt business enterprises, and the un-
related business income tax. The charitable contribution deduction and
various limitations based upon identity of donor, donee and nature of the
property given will be explored. Special emphasis will be given special
charitable remainder giving rules. The mechanics and procedures for
exemption will be reviewed and some treatment of the philosophy under-
lying preferred tax status will be explored. Students will prepare memo-
randa solving various problems relating to exempt organizations.
Prere quísíte : Income Taxation.
FEoBnÄ,L Orr- eNp Gts TexerroN.
Two hours. Tax problems of the petroleum industry; the leasing
transaction, farm-outs and sharing arrangements; drilling and develop-
ment costs; operations. Techniques used in sales and exchanges, depletion
and intangibles, development and operations, flnances and sharing ar-
rangements, transfers of oil properties, unitization, and other organiza-
tional matters.
Tue FurunB oF THE Lrcel PnoressroN.
Two hours. A seminar course, limited to thirty students, dealing with
development of many current proposals for changing the profession and
the impact on each of the Code of Professional Responsibility, with pros
and cons as to prospective developments, Full discussion of problems
arising in practice as affected by that Code and any of these proposals
(alternative to Ethics Lectures).
GovBnNÀ¡eNT CoNTRAcrs.
Two hours. An introduction to the law of contracts with the Federal
Government including formation, financing, performance, dispute reso-
lution, and the accomplishment of governmental objectives.
Gnoup AcrroNs AND REMEDTEs.
Two hours. Study of litigation involving groups, including class, parens
patríae and attorney general, quí tant and statutory group actions. Prob-
lems include administration, the role of counsel, and the availability of
remedies.
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Hrsrony oF THE CrrurN¡r- Pnocr,ss.
Two hours. Study of selected problems primarily in the period fro,m
Edward I through George III.
INcovB TexeuoN.
Three hours. An introduction to the federal income-tax system; analysis
of sections of the Internal Revenue Code, Treasury Regulations, rulings,
and case law; development of concepts of income, deductions, capital
garns.
This ís a prerequisite lor.' Advanced Corporate Taxation, Contemporary
Tax Problems, Corporate Planning, Corporate Reorganizations, Estate
Planning and Practice, Federal Oil and Gas Taxation, Corporate Taxa-
tion, Partnership Taxation, Professional Corporations, Real Estate Plan-
ning, Taxation of Estates, Gifts, and Trusts, Taxation of Deferred Com-
pensation Plans, and Taxation of Exempt Organizations.
Recommended prerequisite for: F,conomic Development Law I and II.
INsuneNcB.
Two hours. Principles governing the making and construction of in-
surance contracts; types and regulation of insurance organizations; gov-
ernment supervision and control; interests protected by insurance con-
tracts; selection and control of risks including consideration of the
'no-fault" principles; study of standard form of insurance policies and
the construction and application of Texas st4tutes,
INrerrecruer Pnoppnry SEMrNan.
Two hours. A seminar briefly treating both the solicitation and litiga-
tion aspects of patent law, copyright law, trademark law (both state Jnd
federal) and the law of unfair competition. Deals with the current state
of intellectual property law as well as proposed legislation and recent
developments of particular interest.
INrBn-AuBnrcAN REcToNAL L,l'ù/.
Two hours. International legal principles of the American States, withparticular emphasis upon the charter of the organization of American
States, the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance, the American
Treaty on Paciflc settlement; a study of juridical-political problems of
the Americas. (ICLJ)
INrrnNeuoxlr. Lew.
Three hours. The nature of the international legal system; territory;
nationality; jurisdiction; claims; international agreements; force and war.
The basic co'urses in the international area are International Law and
comparative Law I, in the sense that those interested in going further in
these areas, as well as those that are uncertain about these aieas, sho'uld
start by taking these two courses in the Fall of the second year. (ICLI)
INrBnNerroN¡,r, OnclNrzntroNs LÀw.
Three hours' The united Nations: structure; powers and functions ofits organs; international status; maintenance ãf p"u"e and security.(ICLJ)
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JounNel oF AIR Lew eNn CoN,rvrsncr.
Maximum credit, flve hours. Preparation of comments on topics of
current interest, notes on cases of significance, and editorial work inci-
dent to publication of the Journal of Air Law and Commerce.
Juorcrer, AnurNrsrn¡,rroN.
Two hours. Seminar. How to improve the delivery of justice through
efficient management of the court system and law reform. (ICLJ)
JuvBNrrB DerrNqunNcv.
Two hours. A study of juvenile delinquency as a social concept; the
law of delinquency; procedure in juvenile court, and the unique aspects
of a lawyer's role in a delinquency case.
L¡son Lew I.
Three hours. Labor relations and social problems. Law regulating the
employment relationship, studied in connection with various forms of
group conflict and organizational activity. The course covers rights and
duties of individuals and institutions in the labor-relations context; con-
certed activity, including strikes, picketing, and boycotts; negotiation and
enforcement of collective agreements; employee-union relations; discrim-
ination in employment; public employee collçctive bargaining; and prob-
lems of jurisdiction and accommodation among courts, boards, and
arbitrators.
Thís is a prerequísite for: Collective Bargaining and Arbitration Semi-
nar, Labor Law II and Labor Relations Planning and Practice.
L¡.non L¡,w II.
Two hours. A more detailed examination of areas touched only lightly
(or not at all) in Labor Law I, including law relating to employment dis-
crimination (particularly Title VII of Civil Rights Act), internal union
affairs, public employee collective bargaining, and airline and railway
labor relations.
Prerequísîte: Labor Law I.
Lenon Pnonr-nMs Spvr¡¡en.
Two hours. Seminar designed for students having a special interest in
labor law, will focus on the developing problems of public employment
collective bargaining in comparison with the private sector, e.g. unit de-
termination, scope of bargaining, impasse resolution, and rights of the
individual. Labor Law I a prerequisite. No one who took Labor Law IIA
in 1973 will be eligible.
Lenon RprerroNs PuNurNc AND PRAcrrcE.
Two hours. Labor relations problems requiring preparation of docu-
ments, such as: materials relating to union election campaigns, picketing,
leafleting, and boycotts; collective bargaining clauses and contracts; arbi-
tration materials; Labor Department reports; pleadings, motions, and
memoranda for NLRB and court actions involving issues.
Prerequìsíte: Labor Law I.
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L¡,Np Lrrrc¡,TroN SEMTNAR.
Two hours. The preparation and trial of suits involving interest in
land, with the principal emphasis placed upon the suit and trespass to
try title. Consideration also will be given to suits to remove cloud from
title and to quiet title. Both problems of procedure and evidence peculiar
to this form of litigation will be examined.
LlNp Use.
Three hours. National, interstate, state, regional and local planning;
citizen participation; planning and lawyers; zoning; aesthetic controls; sub-
division; eminent domain; land-use controls, race and poverty; environ-
mental policy acts; new towns; English planning law.
Llw ,lxn Psvcnr¡.rnv.
Two hours. A seminar taught jointly by members of legal and medical(psychiatric) faculties, inquiring broadly into criminal and civil law. The
objective is to train lawyers to understand and use some of the insights
of the behavioral sciences. (ICLJ; paper normalty required)
Lew rN SocrBry I.
Three hours. A comparative and historical study of doctrines concerning
the nature and purpose of law, with emphasis upon the contrast between
modern natural law thinking and positivism, and with reference to the
development of theories of the cosmos. (ICLJ)
L¿.w r¡¡ Socrsry II.
Three hours. Contemporary thought concerning the concept, functions,
and limits of the law, with emphasis upon sociological and anthro.po-
logical analyses; the relationships of law, morality, and religion. (ICLJ)
LBcer AccouNTrNc.
Two hours. An introduction to the theory and principles of accounting.
Emphasis is placed on a legal analysis of such matters as determination
of income, methods of allocating income and costs to different ac-
counting periods, transactions involving debt and equity financing, con-
cepts of corporate surplus, and techniques of consolidating corporate
flnancial statements.
Lpcer, CrrNrc.
Four hours. A study of how to practice law with emphasis on atto,rney-
client relationships and professional responsibility. Intensive classroom in-
struction the first month covering the practical application of legal prin-
ciples, interviewing techniques, counseling and negotiation. For the re-
mainder of the semester students will attend seminars on problem solving
and strategy using Clinic cases. Classroom instruction is integrated with
the representation of indigent clients from the initial interview stage to the
final judgment stage.
Prerequísite : Completion of 60 semester-hours.
LBclr, CouusrlrNc lt¡o INrenvrEwINc TecuNrques.
Two hours. A seminar taught jointly by a member of the law faculty
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and a forensic psychologist. The objective is to introduce students to
psychological principles and techniques that can improve a lawyer's
ability to interact with clients at a personal level. The art of settlement
and negotiation is also covered.
LBcnr ExrsnN PnoGn¡,v.
Two hours. Substantial supervised program. Purpose is to provide a
student with at least 30 hours with an opportunity to observe the prac-
tice of law in an institutional setting.
Leoer- Hrsronv (Ewclrsu).
Three hours. A study of Anglo-American legal concepts in historical
perspective with particular reference to developments in England and the
United States prior to 1800. Particular emphasis is put on the develop-
ment of the rules of contracts and torts to demonstrate the impact of
historical trends upon modern substantive and adjective law and to com-
pare the function of law in an underdeveloped state with that in the mod-
ern society. (ICLJ; paper and examination normally required).
Lrcer Hrsronv (AuenrceN).
Two hours. A brief review of the English background; the colonial
period (English, Spanish and French); basic constitutional developments;
the early nineteenth century; the post-Civil War period; the twentieth
century through 1950; comparison of Anglo-American and Hispano-
American legal institutions and their fusion in the United States. (Paper
and examination required).
Lscel PnoBr-EMS oF Hrcnr,n EouceuoN.
Two hours. There are more than 2500 institutions of higher education
in the United States, employing almost a million faculty and related pro-
fessionals, enrolling over 8 million students, and consuming several bil-
lion dollars annually. This course will explore the role of law and legal
institutions in controlling or influencing institutional decisions and in ap-
portioning decision-making power. Analysis will include the financing of
higher education, the authority of public and private accrediting agencies,
and the intersection of law with various institutional functions e.g. univer-
sity as landlord, as policeman, as disciplinarian, and as employer. A paper
will be required.
L¡c¡,r, PnonrEMS oF Ournn Sp¡.cn Acrrvrry.
Two hours. A research seminar studying various legal aspects, do-
mestic and international, of humankind's outer space activities. Limited
to students in the Institute of Aerospace Law except with permission of
the instructor. (ICLJ) (Paper normally required.)
Lpcrsr¡,t¡oN.
Two hours. A study of the legislative process. Subjects covered include:
legis{ative and executive branch relationships, lobbying, legislative history,
and interpretation and drafting of statutes.
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Locer, GovenNrvrnxt L¡,w.
Three hours. Legislative control over municipal corporations, and other
local governmental bodies, including constitutional limitation on legisla-
tive powers, home rule provisions, metropolitan government and COG's,
federal-local licensing and contractual relationships (including Federal
revenue sharing); general municipal powers and the police power; local
governmental expenditures and public purpose limitations; intra- and
intergovernmental contracts; municipal bonds, property, special assess-
ments; local governmental liability in tort.
Meorco-Lscer, PRoBLEMs.
Two hours. A study of the relationship of law and medicine, including
the considerations involved when members of the legal and medical pro-
fessions must cooperate in the solutíon of a problem. Subjects covered
are: normal and pathological conditions and diseases including trauma;
the specialties of medicine such as radiology, surgery, psychiatry, etc.;
public health regulations; hospitals and records; preparation for medical
testimony and trial; damages.
MeNr.A,r, CoNoruors eNp CnrlrrNrr, Lns¡Llry.*
TWo hours. Study of mental conditions as requisites of criminal lia-
bility. Concepts of voluntariness, criminal intent, motive, knowing reck-
lessness, negligence, duress, provocation, mistake, reasonable being, in-
sanity, and the like will be examined. (Paper normally required.)
Moor Counr.
One hour. Introduction to the art of persuasion by written and oral
legal arguments; the first-year class is divided into small $oups with eachgroup under the personal instruction and demonstration of members of
the Moot Court Board; course culminates in annual first-year moot court
competition.
Nacorresrs lNsrnurvmNrs.
Tlvo hours. Study of Uniform Commercial Code, Articles, 3 and 4.
Form and transfer of negotiable instruments. Holders in due course.
Personal and real defenses. Banking procedures in collecting and ¡emit-
ting. Liability of parties. Dishonor and discharge. Letters of credit.
Olr eNo Ges.
Three hours. Extent of title in oil and gas; co,rrelative rights and duties
of owners in a common reservoir; governmental regulation; remedies
against trespassers; analysis of instruments conveying mineral interests,
including both deeds and leases; partition; pooling and unitization.
P¡nrNnnsurp TexlrroN.
Two hours. The formation of a partnership; taxation of partnership
income; special income allocations; elective basis adjustments; distribu-
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Either this course or Corporate Taxation must be taken as a prerequi-
site for Real Estate Planning.
P¡.rBNr Lrtrc¡,troN.
Two hours. Study of the principles of patent law as developed in
litigation between patent owners and alleged infringers; review of pre-
trial discovery procedures; study of pretrial and trial strategy; prepara-
tion of a trial brief.
P¡nsoNer Iw.runy LrrrcetroN SrrutrNen.
Two hours. The preparation and trial of personal injury negligence
actions centered around automobile collisions. The sequence of events
from a client's initial visit to a lawyer's office through jury verdict will
be covered. Included will be questions of negotiation, investigation, pro-
cedure, and evidence that are commonly encountered in this clasJ of
litigation.
Pnlv¡,cy rN THE ArnrenrceN Lpcer Sysrru.
Two hours. Selected problems dealing $,ith the extent, development,
and limit of the existing law of privacy in America will be studied. In
addition, areas of future development will be discussed and fundamentals
of definitions of the concepts of privacy will be examined.
Pnonrevrs rN PnorBssro¡¡er, RpspoNsrBrlrry.
Two hou,rs (alternative to Ethícs). A study of the sociological and
psychological dimensions of lawyers' ethical performance; the legal pro-
fession is also examined as a sub-culture of society.
PnonrBvs on DorNc BusrNsss Asnoen.
Three hours. A study of selected legal problems encountered by indi
viduals and corporations doing business abroad under national and inter-
national law. Course covers foreign currency matters, export transactions,
financing sources, capital controls, foreign licensing and foreign invest-
ment. Substantial coverage is given to the impact.of the U.S. tax laws on
income realiznd from foreign transactions, with an emphasis on the plan-
ning of business organizations and arrangements appropriate to,minimize
such tax irnpact.
Pno¡rrus oF PRooF.*
Two hours. Burden of proof and presumptions on particular issues;
procedure of admitting and excluding evidence, parol evidence; actual
practice in making proof of essential elements of a cause of action or
defense.
Pnorucrs Lr.lsrr,rry.
TWo hours. Theories of recovery for harm from dangerous and de-
fective products; special problems involving particular industries and
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PnonBssro¡qer Conponatroxs.
Two hours. Formation and operation of professional corporations and
associations; background and history; tax status and devel,oping federal
tax policies; current compensation problems; deferred compènsation:
pension and profit sharing plans; other fringe benefits; practicál realities.
Prerequísites: Income Taxation; Business Associations I and II.
Pnoppnty Sscunrty.
Two hours. The real property mortgage including rights and duties
before and after foreclosure, priorities, transfer of interests of mortgagor
and mortgagee, subrogation, marshalling, discharge, and redemption.
Re¡l Esr¡rB Dnvsropl,rBxr Lew.
Two hours. Planning of land development; syndication; construction
and permanent flnancing. Condominiums and cooperatives. Shopping
centers and midtown projects.
RBer, Esrers PreNulNc.
Two hours. Problems involving acquisition, development, use and dis-
position of interests in real property, with emphasis on tax problems that
arise in common real-estate transactions sueh as leases, sales, and ex-
changes.
Prerequisíte: Income Taxation and Corporate Taxation.
Rscur¡,reo INnustnlss Setú¡Nln.*
Two hours. An examination of those sectors of the economy that are
comprehensively regulated by governmental authority. The pertinent legal
and economic questions are considered and their resolution within the
framework of the administrative process is explored. Attention is focused
on such selected industries as transportation, communication, agriculture,
banking, and public power.
Slres eNp SscunBp TReNsecrloNs.
Four hours. Study of Uniform Commercial Code, Articles 2, 6 and 9.
Passing of title, risk of loss, warranties. Remedies of seller and buyer.
Bulk sales. Perfecting security interests in consumer goods, inventory,
accounts. Shifting stock and floating liens. Priorities. Default and en-
forcement of security interests.
ScrrNcn, TecHNorocy, aNo Law.
Two hours. A study of the development by courts and legislators of
rules to meet the impact of scientific and technological innovations, and
of how diverse societies are organized to meet new problems through law.(ICLJ; paper required)
Sscunrrrrs RpcurerroN.
Three hours. A study of the securities laws (primarily federal but also
state, especially Texas) and of the activities and industry they govern.
* Infrequently offered.
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Tho principal emphasis is on the regulation of issuance and sale of se-
curities, and on the disclosure requirements generated by the registration,
reporting, proxy and fraud provisions. Other important subjects are in-
sider trading, civil liability (express and implied) and exemptions from
registration (especially private placements). Also treated are broker-
dealer and market regulation, and functions of the SEC and of state se-
curities administrators. (Paper normally required.)
SourrrwEsrnnN Llw Joun¡¡u,
Maximum credit, five hours. Preparation of comments on topics of
current interest, notes on cases of significance, and editorial work incident
to publication o1 the Southwestern Law Journal.
St.ere ¡No l-oc¡,1 TexerIoN.
Two hours. Selected problems in urban taxation with particular refer-
ence to property, sales, and inco'me taxes. Problems of authority, inter-
governmental cooperation, econornic impact, and administrative and re-
view processes,
Tex PnocebuRE AND Lrr¡cerroN.
Two hours. Preparation and trial of tax cases in the Federal Courts;
representation of a taxpayer before the, Internal Revenue Servic.e; admin-
istrative powers and procedures of the Internal Revenue Service; criminal
violations of the Internal Revenue Code; accumulations of supporting
evidence for a tax plan.
TexerroN AND FrscAL Polrcv.
Two hours. The interaction between budgetary demands and revenue
policy; equity and fairness of taxation; effect of taxation on business
activity; relationship between federal and state taxing systems; social,
political, and economic implications of the tax structure.
Prerequisite: Income Taxation and Corporate Taxation.
TexettoN oF DËFERRED CoMpENsATroN.
Three hours. Income, estate and gift tax law relating to various kinds of
deferred compensation plans, including profit sharing, stock bonus, and
pension plans; qualified and non-qualified stock options; deferred com-
pensation contracts; and restricted property; corporate, securities, labor,
and community property law considered where appropriate.
Prerequísíte: Income T4xation, Corporate Taxation and Taxation of
Estates, Trusts and Gifts or equivalent.
TexluoN on Esreres, Th.usrs ¡Np GrFrs.
Two hours. Federal estate and gift taxes; federal income taxation of
estates and trusts. This is a prerequisite for Estate Planning and Practice.
P r e r e q uísi t e : Income Taxation.
Tnxes Cnu'r¡Ner- Tnl¡,1, Pn¡,crrcB.
Two hours. .4. practical approach to the practice and techniques of
ìlF-
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criminal trial advocacy, utilizing the law and procedure of Texas as the
format. (Paper normally required.)
Texes M¡,rnrMoNrAL Pnopenty.
Three hours. The Texa¡ law of separate and cornmunity property and
family property exempt from creditor's claims.
Texes PnB-TRTAL PRocEDURE.
Three hours. A critical examination of these areas of Texas Civil Pro-
cedure: jurisdiction over the subject matter and person; venue and plea
of privilege; pleadings; discovery.
Tnxes Tnrer, ¡¡¡o AppeLLATE PRocEDURE.
Three hours. A study of Texas Rules of Court Procedure relating to
trial of civil cases, beginning with jury selection through final judgment
in the trial court; followed by study of Texas appellate procedure through
intermediate appellate courts and the Texas Supreme Court. Emphasis
on practical application of the rules in handling civil law suits.
Prerequísìte: 3rd year student who has had or contemporaneously tak-
ing Texas "Pre-Trial" Procedure.
Tnrer, Tecrrcs.
Three hours. Enrollment limited to 28 students. An intensive cours€
in trial tactics, techniques and advocacy. The emphasis during the first
half of the semester is on practioe in the separate components of a trial:
direct examination, objections, cross-examination, use of rehabilitative de-
vices, examination of expert witnesses, jury selection, opening statements,
closing argument, and pretrial preparation. During the second half of the
semester each student acts as co-counsel in a full trial. Video tape record-
ing is used for critiquing student pe.rformance throughout the semester.
Pre re quísiets.' Evidence and Procedure.
Tnusrs AND TRusr Aorur¡NrsrnlrtoN.
Three hours. The formation of express trusts and the invocation of im-
plied trusts; the respective rights, duties, and powers of settlors, trustees,
and beneficiaries; liabilities of third persons and liabilities to third per-
sons, future interests including the rule against perpetuities, and powers
of appointment; trust administration; and the termination of trusts. Em-
phasis is given to both the modern trust statutes and the common law.
W¡ren Lew.*
Two hours. System of water rights; riparian, appropriation, and pre-
scriptive rights; surface and underground waters, termination of rights;
injuries caused by water.
Wrr,¡,s AND Esrå,TE AorurNrsrn¡rror.r.
Three hours. Testate and intestate succession, execution of wills and
revocation, testamentary capacity, undue influence and fraud, failure of
* Infrequently oftered.
li
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devises and legacies, administration of estates, drafting of instruments,
with particular emphasis on Texas law.
WonrMBN's CotúpeNsltloN.
One hour. A comprehensive study of the Texas Workmen's Compen-
sation Act and the court decisions interpreting the various provisions of
the act.
s601:3 COURSES OUTSIDE LAW SCHOOL
Courses in other graduate or professional schools of the University
which are relevant to student's program may be taken with approval of
the Curriculum Committee. For information, see the Records Secretary.
s601.4 COURSES AT OTHER LAV/ SCHOOLS
For transfer from other law schools, see $ 203. After entry in this law
school, courses (including summer courses) in other law schools may
be taken with approval of the Curriculum Committee. For information,
see Records Secretary.
s602 FREQUENCY OF COURSE OFFERINGS
J.D. program required courses (listed in 5$501.1 and 503) are offered
at least once each calendar year. Elective courses which a¡e marked
"Infrequently offered" in $501.2 are usually offered only once in three or
four years, depending on available faculty, student interest, and other
factors. Other elective courses are normally offered at least once in two
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s603 SCHEDULE OF COURSES
Ferr, eNp SpnrNc SB\aesrBns 1975-1976
F¡rr, SeÀ¡ssrsn 1975 SpnrNc SEMESTER 1976
FIRST YEAR REQUTRED COURSES*
Contracts I
Torts I
Procedure I: Civil Procedure 
--------4
Crimes Constitutional Law I






























Research Methods/Legal Writing --1 Research Methods/Iægal Writing 
-_l
15 15
sEcoND YEAR REQUTRED COURSES*
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Economic Development Law I __-, 2 Creditors' Rights
Federal Courts J
'3 Required courses must be taken in the year and semester indicated, except
that Evidence and Ethics may be taken in the second year.
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